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Abstract
Aduit German is a V2 language with an underlying SOV order; finite verbs in matrix

clauses appear in second position. The verb must undergo movement out of the VP to land
in

CO

.

During the early stages of syntactic development, Getman ctiildren use root

infinitivals, which are ungrammatical in aduit German, and finite forrns interchangeably.
However, on closer inspection, we see that these f o m are treated as syntactically distinct.
Finite verb foms consistently move out of the VP and into a functional projection while

nonfinite foms never undergo rnovement. 1 show that these early distinctions are based on
the projection of tense (TP) in clauses containing fuiite verb forms, not on the presence of

agreement (A@) as argued by others. 1 suggest that the apparently random projection of

TP in German chdd grarnrnar is related to the presence or absence of an initiation point in
the verb's event structure.
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Chapter 1
Lntroduction and Theoretical Assurnptions

1.0 Introduction

Syntactic theory requires empirical validation in order to demonstrate its explanatory
power. One potenrial route is to consider a theory's implications for language acquisition,

and atternpt to c0n.fu-m these daims by investigating data from children in the early stages of
language deveiopment. This thesis investigates the models proposed for German syntax,
their claims concerning hst language acquisition, and applies them to data fiom early child
German. One characteristic of Geman cIiild Ianguage whkh has proven to be the most
difficult to explain is the apparentiy random distribution of finite verb forms and infmitivals
in child utterances. Both S p e s of verbs are used in earIy child German. Finite verts

undergo rnovement out of the VP as they would in adult G e r m a whiie the nonfinite forms
remain in the VP.
Two questions must be answered regarding this phenornenon:

(i)

to which

functional position is the verb moving? (ii) is there an underlying motivation for the fact
that some verbs are finite and others are inflnitival? After discussing the German and
Swedish acquisition data, 1 conclude that ody one fwictional category is present, TP. 1

argue that verb movement in early child German is to p.
The question which we are lefi with, and the primary issue addressed in this thesis, is
what motivates the projection of TP in some utterances, but not others. Guilfoyle (1993,
1996, 1997) argues that in both adult language and language acquisition, the presence or
absence of an initiation point in the event stxucture of a verb may influence whether or not it
projects TP. The claims made by this theary are compared with data from eariy child
German; some are supported by the data. Most of the thesis is devoted to investigatins the
acquisition of non-initiation point verbs (e.g., expenencer verbs, psychological predicates)
and modals in Geman acquisition. A higher proportion of verbs lacking an initiation point
in their event structure emerge in their idinitival form as compared to regular verbs. These
data are relevant to language acquisition since they indicate children may be paying attention

to ment structure in the early stages of linguistic development. This study also lays the
groundwork for fixther research in this area including: (i) the collection of more data fiom
various developmental stages to confïrm the trends found in transcripts available on the

CHILDES database (MacWhinney and Snow 1990), (ii) explmations for why so few noninitiation point verbs appear in early child Germm and determine whether or not this is the
case in other languages, (iii) the analysis of infinitivai fonns of regular verbs (i.e., those
fiequently associated with an initiation point), and (iv) the investigation of the smail group

of regular verbs which appear in both their finite and infinitivai forms, and (v) the
development of epistemic modais.

In this chapter, 1 provide a brief outline of the thesis and the theoretical assumptions
which w i l be applied to the German data. First, the basic theory, Principles and Parameters
Theory

( 5 1.1), and its assumptions concerning language acquisition are discussed (3 1.1.1).

Second, the more specific theoreticai mechanisrns used throughout the thesis are explained.
Grirmhaw's Principle of Minirnality (Grirnshaw 1993), Rohrbacher's Paradigrn-Verb Raising
Correlate (Rohrbacher 1993, 1994), the bipartite VP (Guilfoyle 1993, Travis 1991) and the
thematic and aspectual hierarchies proposed in Gnmshaw 1990 each play a sigmficant role in
this thesis ( 5 1.2). The role of initiation point in adult Southern Irish is discussed in 5 1.3.5

because it forms the foundation of the mode1 proposed for early ctiild gramrnar (Guilfoyle
1993, 1996, 1997). In 1.3, the contents of each chapter are briefly reviewed. Finaily, 5 1.4
considers this chapter and sumrnarizes the main points of =ch section.

1.1 Outline of the Principles and Parameters Theory

PrincipIes and Parameters Theory (Chomsky 1986) endeavors to restrict the number
of possible grammars generated by Universai Gramrnar. Within this fiarnework, Universal
Grammar has a s m d set of PRINCIPLES, that is, constraints which cannot be violated in any

lansage. Some of these principles are pararnetrized, making a limited set of choices or
PARAMETERS avaitable to

a language or language leamer. The principles and their respective

parameters are organized into subcomponents of the gramrnar or MODULES. The modules
with which we are concerned include: X-Theory, the Projection Principle, and Theta

Theory.' The diagram in (1) demonstrates the overd organization of the gramrnar within
this framework and the placement of various modules within this gramrnar:

(1)

lexical representations

1

d-structures

1

Move a

X-Theory, Theta Theory

Case Theory, ECP, Projection Principle
s-structures
quantifier raising
\
wh-raising
Phonological Form (PF)
Logical Form (LF)

C/

X-Theory ensures the uniform projection of syntactic structure while representing
the hierarchicd nature of the phrasai categories. Each lexical and hnctional category (V, IV,

P, Agr, T) heads its own phrasal projection (VP, NP, AgrP, TP), following the rules listed in

The order of the phrasal head and other constituents within the phrase are paramerrized. that
is, they are detemined language-specriically.
To prevent new arguments (andlor theta roles) from being created or deleted

between d-structure and s-structure, the Projection Pnnciple States that information present
at the lexical level must dso be represented in the syntax2
(3 )

Projection Principle
Lexical information is syntactically represented.
(Chomsky 1986)

Arguments generated at the lexical level rnay undergo movement, but in order to meet the
Projection Principle, they must leave a trace in their original position. Thus, the argument
structure projected ar the lexical Ievel is preserved at s-structure.
1

For an extensive introduction to each of these modules, see Haegeman 1994.
Note that the statu of the Projection Principle has changed under the Minimalist Program 1 do not
consider these alterations as they are not relevant for the issues discussed within this thesis.

Theta Theory deals with the thematic relations between lexical elements and their
arguments,

These thematic relations or theta roles include: agent, theme, patient,

expenencer, goal and others. According to the Theta Criterion, every NP argument in a
sentence must be assigned a theta role.
(4)

The Theta Criterion
i. Each argument is assigned one and only one theta role.
ii. Each theta roie is assigned to one and only one argument.
(Chomsky 1981)

For example, in (3,the verb give has three theta roles to discharge:
John gives the book to Mary.
(5)
(6) a. *John gives the book.
b. *John gives the book the apple to Mary

The agent role is assigned to the NP John, the theme (or direct object) is the NP the book,
and h a l l y , the god (or indirect object) is the PP to Mary. When not ail three theta roles are
assigned, the sentence is ungrammaticai (6a); if there are too many arguments, the Theta
Criterion is violated and the result is ungrammaticai (6b). Recent proposais argue that these
thematic relationshps are syntacticaily encoded (Baker 1988, Haie and Keyser 1993); this is
referred to as the Unifonnity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis.
(7)

The Unifonnity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH):
Identicai thematic relationships between items are represented by identical
structural relationships between those items at the level of D-structure.
(Baker 1988: 46)

Generaily, the extemai argument is assumed to be generated in [Spec, VP] while interna1
arguments are base-generated in [V',NP] (Koopman and Sportiche 1991, Larson 1988).
LoGuL

FORM is a level of representation, after s-structure, deaiing with severai

logico-sernantic notions. This level is required for various types of covert movement (Le.,
movement not phonetically expressed), including wh-raising and quantser raising. For
example, Everyone

SQW

someone has two quantifiers and depending upon which one raises

(Le., adjoins to IP), the sentence has two different readings. Ln one interpretation, everyone

has met some person but that person is not the sarne in every case (8a); everyone has wide

scope over the proposition because it has undergone raising. The second i n t e r ~ r e t ~ oisn
that there is one person whom everyone has met (8b); someone has raisecl and has wide
scope over the proposition.
(8)

Everyone met someone.
a. For every x there is some y such that it is the case that x met y.
b. There is some y, such that for every x, it is the case that x met y.

At s-structure, both readings have an identical structure.

To explain the different

interpretations, the IeveI of Logicai Form (LF) is used, whereby the quantifiers undergo
raising &er s-structure (Chomsky 1976, May 1977). The LF level is subject to the sarne
syntactic constraints as s-stmcture and d-stmcture.
1.1.1 Language Acquisition within Principles and Parameters

A linguistic theory must account for three facts of first language acquisition. First,

children acquire whatever lanmage is present in their environment. For example, a Japanese
child adopted by French-Canadian parents would l e m French as hislher first language,
despite his/her Japanese hentage. Second, although a child may not be exposed to negative
evidence (i.e., information about ungrarnmaticality), helshe has a native intuition about what
constitutes an ungrammaticai sentence versus a grammatical one in hisher native language.

Third, a language leamer is exposed to a fhite portion of the possible utterances in the
target langage. In spite of this poverty of stimulus, the child is capable of generating an
infinite number of utterances in hisher native language, including those never before
produced. To explain these phenornena, Chomsky (1965) argues that children must be
biologically endowed with a language faculty, or language acquisition device. This facuity,
often referred to as Universai Grammar (UG), contains certain principles and other
information to assist the child in language acquisition. Thus, the acquisition task is as shown
in (9); the child receives the primary linguistic data, anaiyzes these data according to what is
provided by UG and acquires the target language.

(9)

~rimary
linguistic data

t+

Universai
Target
Gril~ll~nar
+ Language

The role of input (or primary linguistic data) in acquisition is to provide the chiid with data
which hdshe analyzes, using UG. M e r analyzing the input, the chiId constxucts a _pmmar
(i.e., system of rules) which he/she applies productively to his/her output. As a result, errors
may occur during the acquisition process. One type of error which cornmoniy occurs is
overgeneraiization where a rule may be applied to eiements which are irregular and do not
undergo that process. For example, children acquiring English fiequently appIy the past

-

tense marker -ed to verbs which do not take -ed in their past tense (e.g., go *goed ïnstead
of go - went), despite the fact that they never hear those forms in their linguistic
environment.

Once the chdd receives more linguistic input, helshe corrects the

overgeneraiization (or other error) accordingIy. In this sense, although input drives the
child's acquisition process: hisher output is not always a minor-image of the linguistic
environment.
Within Principles and Parameters theory, the child is assumed to be provided with a
set of principles and pararneters by UG. The primary goal of acquisition is to deterrnine the
settings of each of these pararneters.

The linguistic input determines the pattern of

PARAMETER-SE?TING.For example, in X'-Theory

(31.2.1), the chïld analyzes the Linguistic

data to deterrnine whether or not a phrasal head appears in initial position or final position.
If the head is in initiai position in the data, the child sets that particular parmerer to head-

initiai. With both the basic assumptions about the grammar (5 1.2.1) and this discussion of
the language acquisition task, we can turn to the more specific theoretical assumptions of
this thesis.
1.2 Theoretical Assumptions

In this thesis, 1 make several theoretical assurnptions concemîng adult syntax and

language acquisition. When discussing the iiterature reviews and acquisition data, 1 assume
the Principle of Minimal Projection as proposed in Grimshaw 1993 (31.2.1).

For the

anaiysis of the German agreement system and the acquisition data, I use Rohrbacher's

Paradigm-Verb Raising Correlate (1993, 1994) ($1.2.2). 1 assume the bipartite VP as
supportai in GuiKoyle 1993, Hale and Keyser 1991, 1993, and Travis 1991 for the qaiysis
of adult German syntax. As shown below, the use of two VP shells helps distinguish
between true external arguments and interna1 arguments ($1.2.3). Grimshaw's thematic and
aspectud hierarchies (1990) are crucial in explaining the behaviour of different verb types in
German. Different classes of experiencer verbs in German are explicated by the varying
arrangements of their arguments on the thematic and aspecnial hierarchies (31.2.4). In
$1.2.5, 1 provide a brief summary of the role of initiation point in adult Southern Irish as

proposed by GuiifoyIe (1993, 1996, 1997). After a brief discussion of these theoretical
assumptions, 1 apply these models when discussing the German data.
1.2.1 Principle of Minimal Projection (Grimshaw 1993)

Gnmshaw (1993) proposes that child gramrnar foiiows Structural Minimality, a
MINIMAL^ States that clauses which
condirion aiso goveming adult syntax. STRUCTURAL

do not have overt evidence for a particular functional projection do not have that projection
in their underlying structure.

Gnmshaw's clairns (1993) are based on evidence fiom

langage-acquisition studies focusing on the development of English auxiliaries (Stromswold
1990 and others) and the development of languages with verb movement (Wexler 1994 and
others).'

Structurai Muiimality is achieved through apptying two principles: MINIMAL

PROJECTION and

(10)

OBLIGATORY
~ A D S .

Minimal Projection: Projections are only legitimate when they are
motivated.
Obligarory He&: Heads of projections must be filled at S-structure.
(Gnmshaw 1993: 76)

The principles in (10) resuIt in two separate claims. First, only required projections occur in
the addt system, and only fully acquired categories are projected in a child's gramrnar.
Second, in cases where a lower projection is not present at the surface, but a higher
projection appears, the iower projection is also expected to be present in the gammar

See Grimshaw 1993 for further discussion of the evidence supporting this principle.

(G-shaw

1993: 82). Grimshaw's Principle of Minimal Projection makes two significant

statements about acquisition: (i) if no overt evidence for a category is present in the data,
the child's grammar does not include it, and (ii) the appearance of a higher projection in the

child's speech is considered evidence for the presence of a lower projection. Thus, when
looking at the data fiom German acquisition in the following chapters, we assume that only

overt evidence of a category will iead to its representation in child grammar.
1.2.2 Rohrbacher's Paradigm Verb-Raising Correlate (1993,1994)

Rohrbacher ( 1 993, 1994) proposes that V-to-Agr raising in the Germanic languages

is explicable through the use of the PARADIGM-VERB
RAISINGCORRUAIE.
( 1 1)

Paradigm-Verb Raising Correlate
A language has V to 1 raising if and only if in at least one number of one
tense of the regular verbs, the person features [lst] and [2nd] are both
distinctively marked.

(Rohrbacher 1993: Chapter 3, 28)
This correlate states that a language has strong agreement (triggering V-to-Agr raising)
when the first and second person markers of subject-verb agreement are distinct. Languages

with strong agreement store agreement f i e s

lexically (Le., they have their own lexical

entries, separate fiom the verb) (Rohrbacher 1993, 1994). The ces are base-generated in
A

~

forcing
O
the verb to move out of the VP and into A$? in order to have subject-verb

agreement. The exarnple in (12) is taken from Rohrbacher 1993 and shows the movement
of the verb h t o the head of IP (or AgrP) in a strong agreement language, Yiddish.

zi geyt 'she Ieaves' (Yiddish)

zi gey

-t
present
singuiar

(Rohrbacher 1993: Chapter 3, 4 1)
Langages with weak agreement store agreement &es
&es

are generated in

with the verbal paradigm and the

with the verb; no V-to-Agr rnovement is necessary (Rohrbacher

1993, 1994). Two cIairns are made concerning the acquisition of agreement in Rohrbacher's
framework: (i) children may be sensitive to a possible morphological distinction between
fist and second person verb morphology in the input, (ii) the acquisition of the first and
second person agreement markers which are distinct (in the target language) should result in
verb movement to A&; the child now recognizes that agreement heads its own projection.
In 52.2.1, we will see that German meets the requirements for a strong agreement language

and issues surrounding the acquisition of subject-verb agreement are discussed in $2.3.

1.2.3 Bipartite VP (Travis 1991, Guilfoyle 1993)

Although the bipartite VP is proposed to account for double object constructions
(Larson 1988) and denominal verbs (Hale and Keyser 199 1, 1993), this structure also
accounts for differences in verbal argument structure (Hale and Keyser 1993). The bipartite
VP 1 apply to the German data is based on Guilfoylle 1993 and Travis 1991. The bipartite
VP consists of an inner VP and outer VP (or outer VP shell). In this model, an AspP

'

Rohrbacher (1993) uses IP here. collapsing both AgrP and TP,for simplicity.

(Aspect Phrase) intervenes between the VPs. The following is a representation of the
bipartite VP taken from Travis 1991:'
(13)

T'P

A
Spec

T'

A
T

VP

n

Spec
External Arg.

V'

v

AspP

/",
Spec

Asp'

A
&P

*

A

Spec
7heme

V'

A
v
XP

(Travis 1991 : 7 9 )
The verb is generated in the lower

and moves up into AsPo and the upper

v.

From

there, the verb moves into T(' (and up to a tiinctionai category, depending upon the
language). Based on evidence fiom the progressive and non-progressive verb tenses in
Oweré Igbo and Austronesian languages, Travis (199 1) argues that TP (or the upper AspP)
is associated with the starting point of an event and lower AspP is correlated with the
completion of an event6 Guilfoyle (1993) demonstrates that syntactic distinctions between
tensed and root uifinitival clauses in Southem Irish are attributable to the presence of an
initiation point of an event (Le., an external argument) (51.2.5). Notice, in this tree (13),
extemai arguments are generated in the upper VP, [Spec, VP] while the theme (interna1
argument) is generated in the lower VP (again in [Spec, VP]). Thus, the different
relationships between the verb and its external and intemal arguments are represented

'

Travis (1991) refers to TP as AspP in her discussion. The upper AspP is referred to as AspPl and the
lower AspP is referred to as AspP2.
6
For further literanire conceniing the role of the completion point or delimitation point in an event, see
Riner and Rosen 1996.

syntacticdiy. This distinction proves usefüi in explaining the German data. The bipartite VP
which I am adopting to account for the German data is s h o w below:'~~

T

Spec

A
VP

T

A
Spec
V'
Extemal /"-,
Arg.
V
VP

n

Spec
Intemal

V'

A rg.

Therefore, the structure of the German VP and the reiationship the verb bears to al1 of its
intemal arguments are based on Guilfioyle 1993 and Travis 1991.

1.2.4 Thematic and Aspectual Hierarchies (Grimshaw 1990)

Gnmshaw (1990) deafs with the representation of argument structure, or

.4-

STRUCTURE. Rather than viewing argument structure as a set of thematic roles, she shows

that argument structure has its own internai representation based on the prominence
relations which hold between thematic roles, and their placement on the aspectual hierarchy.
The aspectuai hierarchy is based on the type or duration of the temporal activity represented
by the verb (see (17) for an example). M e n mismatches occur between the thematic and

aspectual hierarchies, different syntactic structures emerge among verbs, though they may
have identical thematic roles to discharge. The theta role, Agent, is highest in the thematic

-

The primary clifferences between thîs tree and the one cited in (4) from Travis 199 1 are (i) the placement
of the verb in head-final position because Gennan is, underlyingiy, SOV.and (ii) the missing AspP which is
unnecessary in this discussion.
See Sucbsland 1993 for other arguments supporthg the generation of the GeVP as havmg more
than a simple VP structure and consisting of several layes.

hierarchy, folIowed by Expenencer, GoaVSource/Location and Theme, respectively. The
hierarchy is presented in (15) and an example is in (16); both are taken from Grimshaw
(1990: 8):
( 15)

(Agent (Experiencer (Goai/Source/Location (Theme))))

(16)

murder (x

(y))

Agent Theme9
In addition to this thematic hierarchy, each verb has its own aspectual or event structure.

The aspectual hierarchy or event structure is broken down into two sub-events. In (I7),a
particular activity, the first part of the event (the activity), results in the second part of the
event (the state).
event

(17)

n
activity

state

(Grimshaw 1990: 26)
.4 causal argument is correlated with the first sub-event because it results in the second sub-

event (or state). An argument which takes part in the first sub-event in the event structure is
more aspectually prominent than the argument taking part in the second sub-event. The
aspectudy most prominent argument emerges as the subject.

Thus, the prominence

relations of a given predicate are predictable fiom the semantics of the verb.
A sentence with a transitive agentive verb such as The thief murdered his victims

would be represented as foiIows (number 1 is the first sub-event and 2 is the second subevent ) :
(18)

thief victims
(Agent (Theme))
1

2

With experiencer verbs, similar relations eist. In a sentence with a PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE,
such as He loves his work, he is the experiencer and his work is the theme:

- -

9

--

Note that Grimshaw 1990 uses the thematic roles ody as labels. Thq have no further meamng other
than to cianfy the rdationships under discussion.

( 19)

Psfchologrcai state
(E~P
(Theme))
2
1
(Grimshaw 1990: 28)

In (19), the experiencer is the subject and the theme is in object position. Some expenencer
and psychological predicates appear to be problematic because the experiencer occurs in
object position while the theme is in subject position: 77mnder frzghtens/distzlcrbs him
(Grirnshaw 1990: 8). Using the thematic and aspectual hierarchies, Grimshaw can account
for this discrepancy. This second type of verb is a PSYCHOLOGICAL

CAUSA^

verb where

zhunder, the theme, is causing him, the experiencer, to be ftightened. According to the

aspectual hierarchy, thnder is the most prominent argument (Le., the h s t sub-event) and
therefore, emerges as the subject, despite the fact that the experiencer is more prominent
thematically:
(20)

Psycholog'cai Cc~us~tzve
( E ~ (Theme))
P
2
1
(Gnmshaw 1990: 28)

Thus, Gnmshaw's hierarchy accounts for the distribution and syntactic behaviour of various
thematic roles. Her fiamework is applicable to the German data.

1.2.5 The Role of Initiation Point in Adult Southern Irish (Guilfoyle 1993,
1996,1997)

The proposals outlined in Guilfoyle 1993, 1996 and 1997 have a significant role to
play in this thesis, particularly when looking at the data collected fiom early child German.
In this section, 1 provide a brief discussion of the role of initiation point in adult Southern

Irish and the motivation for applying this mode1 to early child grammars.
Guilfoyle (1993, 1996, 1997) makes three daims concerning the role of initiation
point in Southern Irish and other languages. First, Guilfoyle (1993, 1997) argues that in
adult Southem irish and other languages, the outer VP shell of the bipartite VP is not aiways

in~luded.'~
These arguments are based on the behaviour of root infïnitivai clauses in adult
Southem Lnsh (which are grammatical in Irish). In the case of transitive verbs which emerge
in infinitival ciauses, only the object can appear, the lexical subject cannot. However, the
lexical subject can be expressed in a tensed or finite clause. The following examples (21-22)
demonstrate this charactenstic; the relevant clauses are marked with square brackets." In
(2 l), PRO is grammatical whereas in (22) the presence of the lexical subject szbh -you-PL' is

ungrammatical.
(2 1)

mhuzth Ziom
P R O an doras a pheinteail].
COP good with-me
the door PTC paint-VN
'I would like to paint the door.'

a. Ba

(Guiifoyle 1993: 6(lO))
b. *Ba mhaith Zzom
[sibh
an duras a pheintea~CJ.
COP good with-me you-PL the door PTC pault-VN
'1 would like you to paint the door.'

(Guilfoyle 1993 : 7(l2))
Since external arguments are generated in the outer most W,the fact that they are
ungrammatical indicates that there is no outer VP shell present in the infinitival clause.

Thus, the number and types of arguments which c m be theta-marked by the verb, when only
the inner-most VP (or VNP) is generated, are restricted. Second, the types of arguments
which can be extemal arguments are determined langage-specificdy. In some languages'

such as Southem Irish, the external argument is associated with the initiation point of an
evemL2The initiation point of an event is defmed as either (i) the agent or subject which
causes the event to take place, or (ii) the temporal starting point of an event. For exarnple,
nonagents cannot appear as subjects (Le., extemal arguments) in Southem Irish.

In

psychological predicates, the experiencer is contained w i t h a prepositionai phrase.

1O

See Guitfo-le 1993. 1997 for extensive discussion.
In h h grammar. the nonfinite form of the verb is known as a verbal noun 0.
The VNP in Irish
corresponds to the inner most VP in (16). For the purposes of this thesis. German and Lnsh infinitivals ma!
be considered quivalent
"
For discussion on the types of arguments which can appear as extemai argument in Durch and Gerrnan.
see Van Voom 1988 and Kratzer 1994.
"

(22)

a. Ta eagla orm.
is fear on-me
'1 am afiaid.'

b. Tci ochras onn.
is hunger on-me
'1 am hungry.'

(Guilfoyle 1997: 10 (17))
Finally, in Southem Irish, the generation of a lexical NP in the outer VP shell results in the
projection of TP which contains features for checkkg the NP through spechead
agreement.''
As we will see in the following chapter, early c M d German has root infinitivals,

which are ungrammaticai in addt German, and tensed verb forms (52.12 ) . GuilfoyIe (1996,
1997) argues that the anaiysis for Southem Irish root infïnitivais may be applied to chdd
data, including German. Thus, she provides a possible motivation for the presence of root
infinitivals in early child German. This thesis discusses the emergence of verbs which lack an
initiation point in early German to determine whether or not they behave iike non-initiation
point verbs in Southern Irish.

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

As stated above, this chapter provides an introduction to the problems being
addressed, the outline of the thesis and the theoretical assurnptions used throughout the
thesis. The remainder of this section provides a b i e f overview of the next four chapters.

In Chapter 2, a discussion of adult Geman syntax, and the major characteristics of
early child Gerrnan is followed by an o v e ~ e wof the literature concerning German child
language. Most previous analyses focus on the nature and number of functional categories
in child language (Guilfoyle and Noonan 1992, Clahsen et al 1994, Weissenborn 1990) and
aithough each provides a different insight into child language, they are not hlIy explanatorily
-

l3

GuiHoyle (1993,1997)appiies the hiinimalist framework to the Irish data. Withm this modeI. NPs m u s
check their features through Specmead agreement. The relevant feature in this case is the [+W feature
which must be checked against the lexical NP. The funaional head in which the feature appears. is
parametrized. in Irish [+N] is generated in TP (see Guiifoyle 1993, 1997 for supporting arguments).
Therefore. when a lexical NP is generated in the position of the external subject TP is projected so the NP
cm check its features. For the purposes of this thesis. it is M c i e n t to say that TP is projeaed mith verbs
having an initiation point (or external argument) and it is not included when the verb lacks an extermi
argument in adult Southern Irish.

adequate. One recent proposal (Ingram and Thompson 1996), attempts to motivate the
presence of infinitival forms in certain utterances, but does not account for ail of the German
acquisition data. Like other researchers (Clahsen 1990, Clahsen and Penke 1992, Clahsen et
al 1994), I conclude that German children have access to a single functional projection.

Contrary to earlier models, I argue that this projection is TP which seerns to be available in
certain utterances.

However, an explanation for why TP is inconsistently projected is

lacking. At this stage, we tum to Guilfoyle 1996, 1997 for a potential solution. Drawing on
the presence of root infinitivals in adult Southern Irish, she proposes that verbs lacking an
initiation poirit are more Likely to be hhitival in child language. 1 look at the acquisition of
non-initiation point verbs in German to detemine the validity of this hypothesis. The data
are taken from the CHILDES database (Clahsen 1982, MacWhinney and Snow 1990,
Wagner 1985).
Chapter 3 deals with the development of various types of non-initiation point verbs.
The types of experiencer verbs (i.e., those that lack an initiation point) occurring in adult
German are provided, dong with the predictions made by Guilfoyle (1996, 1997) for each
group. The emergence of these verbs in child language is explored, and although the data
set is small, some predictions of Guilfoyle 1996, 1997 are met. For cornparison, data from
the other verb types appearing in the transcripts are discussed. We h d that children may be

treating non-initiation point verbs differently fiom those verbs which have an initiation point.
Data from the acquisition of modal verbs in German is the focus of Chapter 4. The

German modals are relevant due to their semantic properties. These modals may have a root
interpretation where the focus of the sentence is on the initiation point of the event under
discussion, or an epistemic function where the initiation point is not the focus of the
sentence. For the first part of the chapter, the sirnilarities between the syntactic behaviour of
the modais in adult German and other verbs are addressed.

The acquisition data

demonstrate that root modals are the finit to emerge and they are always in their finite
forms. Guilfoyle 1996, 1997 accommodates the data from the acquisition of modals in

German, although the model's predictions cannot be confirmed.

Chapter 5 summarizes each chapter and the data supporting Guilfoyle's analysis
1996, 1997. The implications of the role of initiation point and event structure in acquisition
and areas for further research are aiso discussed.

1.4 Conclusion

The application of the Principle and Pararneters Theory and other assumptions to the
German data provides the foundation for clear anaiysis of both the adult target language and

the data fiom acquisition.

After discussing the general frarnework of Principle and

Pararneters Theory and its proposals for language acquisition, we look at more specific
models working within the overall theory. First, the Principle of Minimai Projection States
that lexical and functional projections are only included in the grarnmar when there is overt
evidence for their presence (Grimshaw 1993). Thus, when looking at the German child
data, a projection is not fiilly acquired unless there is overt evidence of its presence. In
addition, if a higher hnctional (or lexicai) projection is used by the child, this indicates that
he/she has access to the lower projections. According to Rohrbacher's Paradigm-Verb
Raising Correlate (Rohrbacher 1993, 1994), a child entering the linguistic environment
would be well-served with a predisposition to find a possible distinction between first and

second person agreement in the verbal paradigrn. The acquisition of the first and second
person singular markers should result in consistent verb rnovement in strong agreement
langages because the verb is forced to move up into A$.

The bipartite VP (Guilfoyle

1993, Travis 1991) and the thernatic and aspectuai hierarchies (Grimshaw 1990) provide a
fiarnework for analyzing the structure of the German verb phrase and the projection of
argument structure in German. Finaily, the mode1 used to explain the presence of root
infinitivais in Southem Irish in Guilfoyle 1993, 1996, 1997 is applied to the German
acquisition data. In the following chapter, the characteristics of adult and child Gerrnan are

reviewed along with previous analyses for the presence of root infinitivals and verb
movement in early child German.

Chapter 2

Eariier Studies of German Child Language and
A New Proposal

2.0 Introduction

The presence of root infinitivals in early chiId German has been the subject of
extensive investigation. In an effort to explain the apparently random presence of nonfinite
verb forms, many of these studies focus on the type and number of functional categories
present in child grammar. As a result, a large corpus of German acquisition data is available,
and these earlier analyses also provide several insights concerning the nature of first

language acquisition. This chapter surnmarizes the general characteristics of Gerrnan child
language, and the various models of child syntax proposed to account for them. AIthough
each theory contrÏbutes to our understanding of child language, no M y explanatorily
adequate model has surfaced in the literature. M e r discussing and evaluating previous
analyses, 1 propose that, in certain utterances, the oniy fiuictional category available is Tense
Phrase (TP). The remaining chapters address why, if children have access to it, TP is not
consistently projected.
Section 2.2 provides a summary of adult German syntax ($2.1.1) and the major
characteristics and patterns observed in eady child German (52.1.2).

In the following

section (52.2), 1 discuss literature pertaining to the fuictional category debate, which
concerns itself with the number and types, of tùnctional projections included in the eariiest
stages of linguistic development. While some researchers argue that absolutely no firnctional
categories are present (Guilfoyle and Noonan 1992, Radford 1990), others take the opposite
stance: children have ail the fùnctional categories present in the adult grammar at their
disposal (Poeppel and Wexler 1993, Vemps and Weissenborn 1992, Weissenborn 1990).
Clahsen's middle ground approach (Clahsen 1990, Clahsen and Penke 1992, Clahsen et al
1994) advocates the inclusion of a single hnctional projection in child gamrnar. The
advantages and shortcomings of each model are discussed. None of these theories are
explanatorily adequate. Ingram and Thompson (1996) propose an explanation for why

certain utterances contain tensed verbs when others do not. They argue that root infïnitivais
appear wherever the child wants to express a modal verb. Thus, the motivation for tensing a
clause is related to the possible presence of an impiied modal verb. This explanation cannot
adequately account for the acquisition data presented in 52.1.2. In $2.3, the debate on the
role of agreement is reviewed, paying particular attention to Rohrbacher 1993, 1994.
Crosslinguistic evidence fiom Swedish acquisition is presented, demonstrating that the
movement of the finite verb is not motivated by the presence of agreement (AgrP). Finally,
in $2.4, 1 argue TF' is the functionai projection present in early child German, and TP is not
aiways included in the utterance, explainuig the presence of root infinitivals. 1 investigatc an
alternative proposai, concerning the absence of an initiation point (GuiIfoyIe 1996, I997),
which attempts to provide the underlying motivation for tensed versus nontensed clauses in
ctijld speech in the following chapters.

2.1 The German Data

This section provides a brief overview of adult syntax grammar, that is, the target

gamrnar for a child acquiring German as a first language. 1 also discuss the prevdent
patterns and characteristics of Gennan child language before deahng with various analyses
of the data.
2.1.1 Adult German Syntas

German is a V2 language, that is, the verb must be in second position in al1 finite
matrix clauses, with an underlying SOV order (1).

Verbs in subordinate clauses, with a

complementizer, appear in final position (2).
(1)

Heute gehen sie ins Kino.
today go-3P-pl they in-the theater
'Today they are going to the movies. '

(2)

Wir glaziben,
der Lehrer heute nicht hier ist.
we believe-1P-pl that the teacher today not here be-3P-sg
'We believe that the teacher is not here today.'

1 assume Thiersch's DOUBLE-MOVEMENTANALYSIS (1978) of German matrix clauses which

cIaims that generating a finite German sentence involves two movements:

(i)

verb

movement and (ii) topicalization. Within tbis fiarnework, verb movement to second
position is tnggered by the presence of a [+FI (finite) operator generated in

CO

of a h t e

clause. This operator is lexicalised through the presence of a verb or a complementizer
(Holmberg and Platzack 1991). ConcurrentIy, topicalization of a constituent (XP) to [Spec.
CP] takes place (Schwartz and V h e r 1996, Thiersch 1978).

The foliowing tree

demonstrates the movement taking place:
(3)

sie.
today go-3P-pl they
'They are going today.

Heute gehen

CP

,-'-'-.
C'
heutej ,-----,
Spec

CO

IP

[+FI
A
gehen; Spec
I'

"

1 use P rather than split-INFL (with AgrP and TP)for ease of exposition.

Although the status of the negative marker nicht 'not' is controversiai (Le., whether or not it
heads its own projection), the consensus is that nzcht is generated on the lefhost edge of
the VP (Clahsen et al 1994, Verrips and Weissenbom 1992). Geman verbal morphology
distinguishes person and number. Under Rohrbacher's Paradigrn-Verb Raising Correlate
(1993, 1994), German is a strong-agreement language because a distinction is maintained
between first and second person (4) (g 1.1.2, (1 1)).
(4)

German Verb Paradigm (Indicative Present)
lieben 'to love'
SG
PL
IST Iieb-e
lieb-en
2ND lzeb- sr
lieb-t
3RD lieb-t
lieb-en

This implies that German verbs move through agreement (AgrP) on the way to

c0.15Nuil

subjects occur in restricted contexts in Gerrnan (Cardinaletti 1990, Hoeing 1994). If [Spec,

CP] is filled, the inclusion of a nonthematic subject (i.e., expletive) is ungrammatical (5b). l6
When [Spec, CP] is not filled, an expletive or pleonastic subject is required (5a). Subjects
can be lefl out in certain discourse-bound contexts ( 6 ) .
(5) a. Es wurde gestem in der Kirche gesungen.
it was yesterday in the church sung
'Yesrerday, there was singing in the church.'
b . Gesfem wurde in der Kirche gesungeri.

yesterday was in the church Sung
'Yesterday there was singing in the church.'

"

Rohrbacher (1993) argues that V-to-Agr raising is undetectable in German due to the fact that it is an
underlying SOV language. However. German mets the requirements for a m n g agreement language. as
set out by Rohrbacher. Several others have aIso argued for V-to-Agr movement in German (Clahsen and
Penke 1992, Clahsen et al 1994. Weissenborn 1990).
l6
Speas (1993) argues that this is because German agreement is nch enough to iden* nonthematic
subjects, it lacks phi features which iden* thematic subjects (see Jaeggli and Safir 1989 for similar
arguments).

(6)

Q : Wir gehen ins Kino, kornmst du mit?

'We are going to the movies, do you want to corne?'
A: Nee, hab ' keine Zeit.
NEG have no time
'No, (1) don? have time.'

The class of German modais includes: wollen 'to want', mogen 'to like', solIen 'should'.
künnen 'can', and rnüssen 'must'. Although a more extensive discussion of German modais
is provided in $4.1, note that they behave, syntacticaily, in a fashion sirnilar to many main
verbs. They have an infinitival form, stack like many other Gennan verbs and appear in
second position in the main clause, like main verbs (7). The main dzerences between modal
verbs and regular verbs are: (i) modals have an irregular morphological paradigq and (ii)

most modals rnay have a root or epistemic interpretation (see 94.1.1 for references and
further discussion).
(7)

Erd-f
mser Auto fahren.
he may-3P-sg our car drive-INF
'He may drive our car.'
Sie sage,
dap er unser Auto fahren
darf
she say-3P-sg-PST that he our car drive-INF may-3P-sg
'She said that he may drive our car.'

Summarizing, adult German is a V2 language with an underlying SOV order, nul1 subjects
are permitted in highly restricted contexts and modal verbs behave, syntacticdly, like main
verbs. The most important characteristics of early child German are discussed in the
following section.

2.1.2 Early Child German

Despite the signifiant amount of variation between and within individuai children,
severai generd tendencies are present in the data 6om early cMd Gemian. The most widely
discussed characteristic is the distinction maintained by G m a n chiidren between tensed and
inhitival verb forms."
- The systematic distinction between finite and nonnnite f o m has also been found in the dwelopment of
other V2 languages such as Dutch (Haegeman 1995) and Swedish (PIatzack 1990. 1992, Wexler 1993). For
I

M e r discussion on the acquisition of Swedish see 42.3.1.

F i t e forms in child language usually appear in h s t or second position whereas
nonfinite forms occur in final position (CIahsen 1990, Clahsen and Penke 1992, Clahsen et ai
1994, Poeppel and Wexler 1993, RoMacher and Vainikka 1994, Stenzel 1994, Vemps and
Weissenborn 1992, Weissenbom 1990). Most of these root infhitivals are ungrammatical in
adult German. I8
( 8 ) a. ich rue nich
1 do not
(Mathias 17)
(2;9,7)

(CHILDES database)

du !Men
c. weil
because you sleep
(Sirnone, Corpus II)
(1;09,2 - l;lO, 1)

b. ein Loch macht die monei9
a hole makes DET mone
(S 2;1,16)
(Weissenborn 1990: 197)
d. ein Schal haben
a shawl have
'O) have a shawl.'
CHannah 11)
(2;6)

(Clahsen and Penke 1992: 195)

(Clahsen et al 1994)

In both (8a) and (8b), the finite verb forrns tue 'do' and macht 'makesy are in second
position, whereas in (8c-d), the nonfinite verbs schlafen (Iden) 'to sleep' and haben 'to
have' are in finai position. Further evidence of this differential treatment is found in the
placement of the sentential negative marker nicht hot'. From the earliest stages, children
consistently place the negative marker correctly in relation to the verb, according to whether
or not the verb is finite."
( 9 ) a. nich die Socke ausziehn

not the socks put-off-MF
(Katrin II)
(2;l - 2;4)
(Clahsen et ai 1994: 417)

b. bau mer nicht
build max not
(Simone 1;10,20)
(Vemps and Weissenbom 1992: 292)

- - - - -

'*

For al1 of the child &ta cited within this thesis (including that fiom the CHILDES database
(MacWhimey and Snow 1990), 1 have copied the gloses and translations e x a m as the original author has.
Man? of the examples do not contain MLU scores, so ages are included instead.
The word mone represents a proper name. Weissenbom (Verrips and Weissenbom 1992, Weissenbom
1990) did not capitalize proper nouns in his representation of the data.
'"though
the placement of the negative marker may not be comect in relation to other elements in the
adult grammar, the relevant point under discussion is that nichr is placed correctly with respect to the verb in
the sentence.

''

The examples in (9) exempliS, the distinction between the infinitival and tensed forms.
When the negative marker nicht (located on the leftmost edge of the VP) precedes the verb,
the verb has not undergone movement outside of the VP; the nonfinite form in (9a) foiIows
this pattern. If nicht follows the verb, the verb has moved outside the verb phrase as with
the finite verb in (9b). These data indicate that Gennan chiIdren are moving finite verbs
outside the VP, while nonfinite forms remain in the head,

v.

German modals are present in early chiid language, although they appear to be
treated somewhat differently than main verbs in child language (10). Modais only occur in
their finite forms in early German; their infinitivai foms are never used.
(10) a. will auch ein Bal1
want also a bal1
(S; 2;1,12)

b. k m ich nich
c m 1 not

(Weissenborn 1990: 200)

(B 26;30)

(Weissenbom 1990: 20 1)

This suggests that German children appear to be treating modals differentiy from other
verbs.
A high number of grammatical subjects are rnissing, particularly in nonfinite clauses

(Clahsen 1982, Clahsen and Penke 1992, Park 1981, Rohrbacher and Vainikka 1994,
Verrips and Weissenbom 1992) (1 1)
( 11)

a. Jauber machen.
clean make-DE
(Katrin)
(1;5,15)
(Rohrbacher and Vainikka 1994: 13)

b. kann nich das mmachen.
can not that close
(J 2;4)
(Clahsen 1990: 379)

Most of these rnissing subjects are ungrammatical in aduh Geman and cannot be
attributable to discourse-bound topic drop (Hamann 1996). Expletives rarely, if ever, occur
in child language, so these nuli subjects are not null expletives.
When wh-questions emerge, the earliest forms are wo ist 'where is' and w a s ist 'what
is' questions, which may be interpreted as unanalyzed chunks of speech since they are not
used productively (Le., they may occur with any subject and appear to be memorized forms)

(Clahsen et ai 1994, Rohrbacher and VainiLka 1994, Verrips and Weissenborn 1992,
Weissenbom 1990, Wexler 1994). Examples are provided in (12a-b).

(1 2) a. wo is de Kugd?
where is the ball
'Where is the bail?'
(Simone 1)
(1;07,3 - 1;08,3)

b. was istahs?
what is that
'What is that?'
(Simone Y Sabrina 1)
(1;8 - 2;0, 1;lI)

(Clahsen et al 1994: 4 19)

(Clahsen et al 1994: 420)

No lexical complementizers appear in the child data. The absence of productive whquestions and lexical complemenrizers uidicates that German children do not have CP
The acquisition of the second person skgular marker -st, previously absent, marks a
turning point in development (Clahsen 1990, Clahsen and Penke 1992).
emergence of

Before the

-a,only the endings for first person (-e) or third person ( - t ) are used, or no

ending appears on the verb at al1

These endings are not systernaticaiiy applied to any

particular person or subject (Clahsen 1990, Clahsen and Penke 1992, Clahsen et al 1994).
After -aappears: correct subject-verb agreement emerges, more consistent V2 occurs, and
lexical subjects surface. Clahsen (Clahsen 1990, Clahsen and Penke 1992, Clahsen et al
1994) argues that the acquisition of -st indicates that the child has access to the fùii subjectverb agreement paradigm.

The importance of the second person marker for German

acquisition is also a c l a h made by Rohrbacher 1993, 1994.
We have seen that, in eady

cMd Geman, a number of syntactic distinctions are

made which differ from the adult gramrnar:
(i) they distinguish between finite and nonfinite verb forms;

'

-

The role of these Mectional markers is the subject of much debate. Clahsen (1986. 1990) argues that -r
is not used as a thud person singutar marker because the probability of a third person singular subject
occurring with the marker is .25. Poeppel and Wexler (1993) demonstrate. using the same riata that the
probability of the -t marker occurring with a third person singuIar subject is dmon 1. The statisics of
Poeppel and Wexler 1993 are problematic for the argument that children completely iack subject-verb
agreement. However. Poeppel and Wexler (1993) state that German chiidren probably only have partial
access to verb agreement. Under Grimshaw's Principle of Minimal Frojectioq oniy those heads whch are
absolutely present in the child's grammar are projected. 1 assume that because, at most, children have partial
agreement they do not yet project AgrP. For further concems surroundhg Poeppel and Wexler 1993. see
Ingram and Thompson 1996.

(ü) modals are treated somewhat differentiy ftom other verbs that is they are always

finite and in fist or second position;
(iii) no productive wh-questions or lexical cornplementizers appear; and,
(iv) the availability of the second person singular rnarker marks a criticai turning
point in d e v e l ~ ~ r n e n t . ~
Based on the data discussed above, children must have at least one fünctional
category above VP since their finite utterances exhibit verb movement as demonstrated by
placement of the verb in relation to the negative marker nichr. On the other hand, children
do not appear to have the hl1 aduit structure, for three reasons: (i) they do not always use
the hnctional projection which is availabie, (ii) there is no evidence that CP is included in
their grarnmar, and (iii)

the status of agreement (AgrP) is debatable since not al1 the

agreement markers are present.

2.2 Previous Studies and Analyses: The Functional Category Debate

Several previous studies have investigated the acquisition of Gerrnan as a first
language. Most models attempt to account for the phenornenon of verb movement in early
child German, focusing primarily on the presence or absence of functional categories.
Guilfoyle and Noonan (1992) and Radford (1990) argue that child language lacks any
functionai categories at all. At the opposite end of the spectrum, several researchers support
the notion that German children have access to the fùli adult syntactic tree (Poeppel and

Wexler 1993, Venips and Weissenbom 1992, Weissenborn 1990).

Clahsen remains the

main proponent of the notion that first language leamers of German have a single, generic
type of fùnctional category (Finite Phrase) (Clahsen and Penke 1992, Clahsen et al 1994).
In the foiiowing sections, each of these approaches is bnefly surnmarized and their
advantages and disadvantages are outlined. hgrarn and Thompson (1996) are among the
"

John Archibald (personal communication) points out that -sr is a phonologically dinicuit cluster to
aquire. When looking at the transcripts from the CHILDES database (?&cW~IM€?'and Snow 1990,
Wagner 1985). Kauin appean to have the second person singular d e r on sweral verbs. However, the
form /st/ varies freely with [SI (in both verbs and other words). Since children are producing a suitable
phonetic substitute [s] prior to the emergence of -st. 1 argue that they are not using the second person
singular because they have not aquired the morpheme, rather than as a result of its phonological diffia.de.

first to address the motivation for why children only project whatever tùnctional categories
they have in certain utterances, but not ail. Their theory also encounters problems which are
considered in section $2.2.4.
2.2.1 No Functional Categories (Guilfoyle and Noonan 1992, Radford 1990)
The modeIs proposed in Radford 1990 and Guilfoyle and Noonan 1992 are based on
the assumption that no hnctional categones are available to children in the earliest stages of
acquisition. In this section, 1 focus primarily on the hypothesis put forth by Guiifoyle and
Noonan (1992). Guilfoyle and Noonan argue that children only have access to the Lexical
Grarnmar (i.e.;lexical categories) in the initial stages, and not the Functional Grammar (i.e.,
fiinctional categones). The cMd enters hisher linguistic environment with a syntactic tree
looking like (13), where only the lexical categories, V, N and Neg are present.

Neg

VP

A

(Guilfoyle and Noonan 1992: 267 (35))
Since al1 funaionai categories are absent, including CP and P,
verb movement ourside VP
wili not take place in early child languages. No AgrP is available, hence consistent subject-

verb agreement is absentu One significant advantage of this mode1 is that it accounts for
the impoverished or limited production of children during the early stages of acquisition.
However, as discussed in the preceding section, verb movement is present in early child
German. Thus, this proposal is not empiricaily confirmed by data collected by other
researchers.

C"

Guiifoyle and Noonan 1992 refer to P.however, to remain consistent, 1 use the AgrP and TP distinction
throughout the discussion of earlier approaches.

2.2.2 AU Functional Categories Avaiiable: The Strong Continuity
Hypothesis (Poeppel and Wexler 1993, Vemps and Weissenborn 1992,
Weissenborn 1990)

The second major approach assumes that al1 hnctional categories present in the
adult gamrnar are available to the child throughout development.

This approach is

frequently referred to as the STRONGCONTINCTITY
HYPOTHESIS
(Pinker 1996, Vemps and
Weissenborn 1992, Weissenborn 1990) or the FULL COMPETENCEH Y P O ~ S (Poeppel
IS
and
Wexier 1993) because the child's underlying syntactic tree does not change in order to
achieve the adult target.*' The ctiild's garnrnar includes TP, AFP and C P . ~The main
support for this model is its ability to explain verb movement in early child German. Verb
movement is a result of having the fuii syntactic tree that is the verb moves out of

v,

through ~~r~ and into CO, just as it would in adult German.

''

The c o h m ' ~ m
. a s m o i r i states that the child's gramrnar shouid consist of the same d e types and
basic elements as the adult grammar mnker 1996: 7). This prevents the postulation of a child grammar
which is completely different (Le.. in terms of basic elements and d e s ) fiom the addt grammar and is. at
some point in development, totally transformeci into the adult grammar. For example. current proposals for
Language development assume that the child enters the linguistic environment with the basic principles of
UG which a h operare in the aduit grammar. A model which does not adhere to the continuity assurnption
couid argue that dinerent principles operate in chiid grammar. The Strong Continu@ Hypothesis states that
the sptactic tree the child is provided with (by UG) is identical to the addt syntactic uee. The Weak
Continuity Hypothesis states that the child does not necessady have the addt syntactic uee at hisher
disposal but that their grammaticai stnictures confom to the principles of UG operating in adult grammar
(see 92.2.3).
AgrP and TP are frequently coiiapsed into IF' in the Suong Continuity Hypothesis proposals. Again. 1
use AgrP and T
F'to maintain consistency between approaches.

Spec

C'

A

The tree presented above (14) is fkom Verrips and Weissenborn 1992 and Weissenborn
1990. Severai claims are made by this mode1 (Verrips and Weissenbom 1992, Weissenborn
the acquisition of subject-verb agreement is separate from fhiteness and verb

(i)

placement (i.e., verb rnovement to CP can occur independent of the presence
of agreement),
(ii)

aii verbs, including modals, are base-generated in

and move up through TO

and gr' into CO,^^

(iii)

no true nuu-subject stage exists in early child German (most instances are a
resuIt of topic-drop).

Severai advantages result fiom presupposing that German chiidren have ail the fùnctionai
categories at their disposd. Fust, an explmation is provided for the presence of verb
movement in early child language. Since CP is accessible, the child can move hisher verb
into CO.

Second, the markers wkch appear on the finite verb forms (-t, -e, and -0)can be

attributed to a primitive form of agreement; without any fünctional categories, the presence
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Poeppel and Wexler (1993) depart fiom Weissenbom's analysis (Verrips and Weissenborn 1992.
Weissenbom 1990) on this point. ïhey conchde that the modals present in early child grammar are ueated
dinerently fiom other verbs and warrant an independent investigation of their role in child grammar.

of any type of verbal infiedon is diflicult to explain. Finaiiy, modals are not a special class
under this fiamework, making the theory more economical than one in which modals are
treated exceptionally.

"

Despite these advantages, the notion that children have the entire adult systern at
their disposal is problematic. German children are producing ungrammatical sentences; root
infinitivals are used in structures where they are illicit in the adult syntax. if a child aiready
fias the entire syntactic tree at hidher disposal, why wodd any root inhnitivds oppear at d l ?

Why is the presence of subject-verb agreement highly questionabie? The child should have

bath TP, AFP, and CP available at this stage, so that few, if any, errors should o c c ~ r . * ~
Second, CP is consistently projected with no phonetic content whatsoever as demonstrated
by the absence of any productive wh-questions and lexical complementizers; the consistent
projection of an empty head and its spec5er position vioiates the Principle of Minimal
Projection ( 5 1.2.1). Finally, the nuil-subject stage is attested crosslinguisticaily in languages
such as Dutch and Enghsh (Haegeman 1995, Hyams 1987, Wexler 1994). Within this
model, Geman acquisition is exceptional in lacking a nuil-subject stage.

In addition,

Hamann (1996) argues that most nul1 subjects in German child language cannot be attributed

to topic-drop. This model, based on the Strong Continuity Hypothesis (Weissenborn 1990)
or the Full Competence Hypothesis (Poeppel and Wexler 19931, proves inadequate for
expIaining the data colected fiom German children.

'

As will be shown in the discussion below (52.2.3). some models propose that modals are a separate cIass.
One could argue that children have the full syatactic uee at their disposal but have not acqutred the
morphology. However. under the PNciple of Minimai Projection, only the structures for which there is
oven evidence (in the output) are projected in child grammar. The link between agreement morphology and
the syntactic projection of AgrP in the Germanic languages is demonsuated in Rohrbacher 1993. 1991 and
also supportai by Speas 1993. 1996 for other languages. Thus. until there is definitive aidence that the
chikiren have access to the full subject-verb agreement paradigm. there is no evidence for the projection of
AgrP. if there is no evidence for AgrP, the Strong Continuity Hypothesis c m o t be mainraineci because it
includes the presence of AgrP.
"

2.2.3 A Single Funetional Projection: A Weak Continuity Approach
(Clahsen 1990, Clahsen and Penke 1992, Clahseo et al 1994)
Clahsen proposes that child grammar adheres to a weakened version of the Strong
Continuity Hypothesis as stated in 52.2.2. Basicdly, Clahsen argues ihat child grammars
can be different £kom their targets as long as they are possible under Universal Grarnmar

(Clahsen 1990). Using this constra.int, Clahsen supports the presence of a single functional
The functional projection is FP (Finite Phrase) and this

projection in child German.

projection generates the [+Finite] operator (similar to that of the adult grammar, 92.1.1).

Spec

F'

A
NEG

VP

A
Spec

V'

\
(Clahsen and Penke 1992: 210 (12))
The verb moves up into F' when it contains the [+FI operator, otherwise it stays in

v.

When the utterance is nonfinite, FP does not have a [+FI operator to tngger movement.
Thus, verb movement is explained without relying on the presence of subject-verb
agreement.

Clahsen also argues that modals, which always appear as finite in child

language, are generated in F', not in
the modal verbs.

like other verbs; this accounts for the behaviour of

Since CP is not present, no productive wh-questions or lexical

complementizers will appear, as confirmed by the chiid data. FP is later reanalyzed as CP
during acquisition.2g

"

Rizzi (1993/1994) has a similar proposal. He argues that CP is optionaily projected in the child
grarnmar. dong nith dl of the lower functional projections (Le.. AgrP and TP). A tensed utterance projects
up to CP. explaining the verb movement. Otherwise. in an idïnitival uttemce. the verb rernains in the VP.
Many of the criticisms levied agamst Clahsen (Clahsen 1990. Clahsen and Penke 1992, Clahsen et al 19%)
are applicable to R i z i 199311994- First, no motivation for why some verbs are finite and project up to CP

Clahsen's mode1 accounts for severd major characteristics of chiid language but has
a number of shortcomings.

First, fiirther evidence is required to support the notion that

subject-verb agreement is not present. At this stage, it is possible for children to have partial
access to the adult subject-verb agreement paradigm, if not full access. Clahsen's model
requires the inclusion of a fünctional category not present in the adult grarnmar, FP. The
learning process is complicated by having a generic-type FP which must be reanaiyzed as CP

later. No trigger or motivation for this reinterpretation is provided by Clahsen (Clahsen
1990, Clahsen and Penke 1992, Clahsen et al 1994). Preferably, the fünctional projections
present in child Gertnan would be identical to those in adult German. Second, as was the
case with the No Functional Projection Hypothesis and Strong Continuity Hypothesis, no
underlying motivation for why certain verbs are tensed while others are not is forthcoming.
Whde Clahsen's model seems to be the most explanatorily adequate in accounting for verb

movement (the absence of any CP structure, and the (possible) lack of agreement in child
language), several questions are left unanswered.
2.2.4 The Modal Hypothesis (Ingram and Thompson 1996)

Ingram and Thompson (1996) base their analysis of nonfinite-finite verb tokens in
early child

German on the LexicaVSernantic Hypothesis and the Modal Hypothesis. The

LEXICAL/SEMPJ\ITIC
HYPOTi-ESIS States that language leaming is lexically oriented and that
early multiword utterances cm be explained through semantic approaches. The Modal

Hypothesis is as follows:
(16)

MODAL HYPOTHESIS(re~lsedfiom P & W [Poeppel and Wexler 19931):
German ctüldren in their early stage of acquisition use infinitives as main
verbs in sentences that contain a modal interpretation, Le., thai some activity
d l , can, or should occur.

(Ingram and Thompson 1996: 102 (4))
In adult German,rnodais CO-occurwith infinitivai forms of the main verbs. In chId German,

nonfinite forms occur in contexts where a modal would be used because they have become
whiie others do not is provided Second, an explanation for why finite verbs emerge with no or inaccurate
agreement. despite the projection of AgrP, is lacking.

semantically associated with the notion of modality. Thus, the ciifference between infinitivais
and finite verbs is primariiy lexicai, that is, cMdren leam that infinitival fonns are associated
with modal contexts. Unlike the approaches discussed above, ingram and Thompson (1996)
atternpt to find a motivation for the production of both nonfinite and fkite utterances. They
use three criteria to detennine whether or not a context is modal: (i) presence of a modal in
the child's utterance, (ii) presence of a modal in parental speech (before or after chiid's
utterance), or (üi) the transcription provides a modal interpretation of the chiid's utterance.
According to Lngram and Thornpson 1996, the data collected fiom four German chiidren
(two of which are the subject of my çhidy, Katrin and Nicole) validate the clairn that most

infinitivai utterances express modality. At the same time, a rnajority of finite utterances do
not express modality. This mode1 motivates the production of nonfinite forms by the desire
of the chiid to express a desire or an abiIity for a particular activity to occur.
However, the data samples 1 colfected contain problematic examples for Ingram and
Thompson7shypothesis. First, there are instances where the modal verb occurs with a finite
verb, that is, both verbs are finite (17). 1 found the following examples in the CHILDES
database (MacWhimey and Snow 1990, Wagner 1985). These data contradict the notion
that modality is encoded directly on a nonhite verb form.jO
(17) a. *KAT: wijich hab.
want 1 have
'1 want to have (it).'

*KAT: noch mehr wij ich hab.
still more want 1 have
'1 want to have more.'

(Katrin, Age: 1;5,15)
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Ail of the contexts are taken from the CHILDES transcripts exactly as they were transcribed by the
original researcher (Clahsen 1982. Wagner 1985).

b. *KAT: d m n wahr.
can drive
'(It) cm drive.'
[% 'hAuto kann fahren7]

'The car c m dnve. '
(Ka-

Age: 1;5;15)

Second, although children may use nonfinite verbs in response to adult questions which have
a modal, does this necessarily entail that the child is expressing modaiity? Much of this data

is based on an adult's interpretation of the child's speech. Such a tool could be usefiil for
children at an early stage of development where few, if any, rnodals appear (see Nicole's
data). However, some of the utterances interpreted as modal may not require a modal. In
addition, this mode1 does not account for the systematic syntactic distinction rnaintained
between finite and nonfinite forms. Instead, their production is iinked solely to semantic
charactenstics. The syntactic accounts explain the presence of movernent in early child
German, whereas the semantic account discussed here does not. Despite the attempt to

focus on the underlying factor causing the production of nonhite forms, the hypothesis
does not adequately explain the distribution of finite and nonfinite forms in early child
German.
2.3 The Debate on the Role of Agreement

Rohrbachef s Paradigm-Verb Raising Correlate is presented in 5 1.2.2. When applied
to language acquisition, this correlate provides a specific criterion for chiIdren to use when
determinhg whether or not their target language has strong agreement. The P-VRC is
restated as ( 18) below :
(1 8)

Paradigm-Verb Raising Correlate (P-VRC)
A language has V-to-1 raising if and o d y if in at Ieast one number of one
tense of the regular verbs, the person features [Ist] and [2nd] are both
distinctively marked.

(Rohrbacher 1993: Chapter 3, 28)

This implies that if a child has agreement and recognizes it as strong agreement, verb
movement is present. According to this model, the child wiil pay particular attention to any
possible distinction between first and second person verb morphology. Highly consistent
German V2 occurs upon acquisition of second-person agreement, indicating that the second
person agreement marker has a significant role to play and this is expected with the P - W .

However, we lack definitive evidence that German children are not using any agreement at

the earliest stages. Verb movement is taking place and since the children are using one of
three markers (-î, -e, -0),they rnay have some type of subject-verb agreement. If children
do have subject-verb agreement, regardless of the accuracy of its use, there is the possibility
that AgrP may be projected in the child's grammar."

Further evidence is required to

determine whether or not agreement is causing verb movement and for this evidence, we
look at the acquisition of Swedish.

2.3.1 Early Child Swedish

Swedish, Like German, is a V2 Ianguage but it has an underlying S V 0 order. The
developmental data coilected from Swedish sheds light on the acquisition of German
subject-verb agreement.

Holmberg

and Platzack (1 99 1) propose that Swedish verb

movernent is triggered by the presence of a [+FI operator present in

CO,

as in Geman.

Topicalization of a constituent, XP, to [Spec, CP] occurs simultaneously. The placement of
the negative marker (located on the leftmost edge of the VP), znie 'not', indicates whether

or not the verb has moved outside the VP or not. In (19b), the f i t e verb has moved
outside of the VP, indicated by the placement of the negative marker inte, that is following
the main verb ager '

0 ~ ' .

For M e r discussion mounding the debate on what consritutes the threshold for the presence of
subject-verb agreement see Clahsen (Clahsen 1990. Clahsen and Penke 1992) and Weissenborn (Verrips
and Weissenborn 1992, Weissenborn 1990). For the purposes of this thesis, 1 assume that when the -sr
rnarker appears. there is the chance that AgrP is projected. If A@ exists, its possible influence on verb
movement etc.. must be taken into account when tooking at the data.

( 19) a.

I h g har det kommit m h g a lingvister hit.
today have there corne many linguists here
'Today there have arrived many Iiguists.'
(Platzack 1987: 3 78)

b. Hztnd ager jag inte.
do= own 1 not
'1 don? own a dog.'

c . Atr han inte gillar fu@sk.
that he not iikes stockfish
'that he doesn't like stockf~sh'

(Platzack 1990: 1 10)
Swedish verbal morphology does not distinguish between person and number; verbs are
marked only fur tense (20).
(20)

Swedish Verb Parad@ (Regular)
btt-a 'bite'
INDICATIVE PRESENT
SG
PL
bit-er
bit-er
1 ST
bit-er
bit-er
2ND
bit-er
bit-er
3RD
(Rohrbacher 1993: Chapter 3, 30)

Holmberg and Platzack (1991) argue that since no subject-verb agreement is present, no
agreement phrase (A@) is included in the adult grammar." Looking at the child Swedish
data helps to confirm that German children are not using agreement in the earliest stages.
Swedish children appear to use finite and nonfinite forms randornly (2 1).

'

S p a (1993) proposes an alternate view whereby Swedish does have AgrP. but it is a weak agreement
languagt. She bases its projection on the followiag characteristics: (i) subject-verb agreement on pan
participles. (ii) Swedish pronouns reflect both number and gender, and (iii) determiners always agree with
nouns in number and gender. She does not address how a language leamer wouId take morphological and
syntactic eues fkom these ttiree sources and transfer them to an independent AgrP projection. Evidence
w h c h links the acquisition of pronouns. detenniner-noun agreement and pst participles with the consinent
appearance of lexical subjects and verùal idlection is necessary. 1 adopt the d y s i s put forth by Holmberg
and Platzack (1991). that is to say Swedish lacks AgrP.

(21)

a. Dür dr

Nalle.
there be-PRES teddy
(El)
(1;s - 1;lO)

b. D o c h I h e
den.
doii borrow-PRES it

(W

(1;ll - 2;l)

(Platzack 1990: 1 18)
c . :,?te mamma hjaIpa
Embla.
not ~4ommyhelp-iNF Embla
( W
(1:ll - 2;l)

(Platzack 1992: 69)
They also make distinctions identicai to those rnaintained by German children., that is the
differentiai treatment of finite and nonfinite verb fonns. Although verb movement is more
difficult to detect because the underlying order of Swedish is SVO, two types of evidence
fiom the child data indicate that chiidren are moving finite fonns out of the VP and leaving
infinitivals in If'. First, the order Verb-Neg (with finite verb forms), where the negative
marker foilows the verb, occurs frequently in early child Swedish. in (22a), the infinitid
verb ha 'have' has not moved out of the VP because the negative marker inte precedes

it.

The appearance of the finite verb to the left of the negative marker inte dernonstrates that

the verb has moved outside of the verb phrase (22b)
(22) a. Embla inte ha
tücker.
Embla not have-INF the-quilt
(E2)
(1;ll - 2;l)
(Platzack 1992: 69)
b. Jag vil2 inte.
1 wantnot

(W

(1;ll - 2 3 )
(Platzack 1992: 72)
The second sipdïcant piece of evidence indicative of verb movement is the word order
(XP)-Verb-Subject, where the verb has moved out of the VP, to the lefi of the subject (23a-

(23) a. Namn har
den.
narne have-PRES it
'It has a name.'
(E2)
(1;ll - 2;I)
(Platzack 1992: 69)
b. Snobben ür
det.
Snoopy be-PRES it
(E2)
(1;lI -2;l)
(Platzack 1990: 1 19)
On the basis of the data cited above, Swedish children are distinguishing between finite and
nonfhite verb forms as German children do."

2.3.2 The Role of Agreement in Early Child German

In the previous section, we saw Swedish children make a systematic differentiation
between finite and nontinite verbs, similar to those maintained by Gerrnan children.
However, in the case of Swedish acquisition, the adult target languase lacks any subjectverb agreement in its regular verbal paradigms. Several researchers argue that agreement is
present in early child German and that this is the basis of the distinction between finite and
nonfinite forms (Verrips and Weissenborn 1992, Weissenbom 1990). If Swedish chddren
can make this differentiation w-ithorit agreement, it is reasonable to assume that German
children do not require agreement to make the same distinction. 1 argue that this eady
distinction relies on the projection of TP (Tense Phrase) at the earliest stages, not on the

--
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Platzack (1990. 1992) argues that no real distinction is maintained between the finite and nonfinite
forms. rather t h g are lexical variants the child does not recognize finiteness. On the basis of the data
concerning the placement of the negative marker inte and the appearance of the verb to the left of the
subject 1 disagree with his analysis. Instead 1argue that children are making a spematic differentiation at
the stages under discussion. H%kansson 1989 cites evidence from earlier studies (Lange and Larsson 1973)
ünding that negation 1s incorrectly placed in relation to finite verb. that is before the finite verb. at earlier
developmental stages. The analysis of finite and nonfinite forms as lexical variants may explain the earliest
patterns of development. However, for the developmentai stages presented in thÏs thesis, distinctions are
k i n g maintained between finite and nonfinite forms.

projection of AFP. Acquisition of the second person singular marker indicates access to the
full subject-verb agreement paradigm and projection of A@.

2.4 The Presence of TP

Following Clahsen's example (Clahsen 1990, Clahsen and Penke 1992, Clahsen et ai
1994), I argue that the distinction maintained in child grammar is based on the projection of

TP, in the child's gramrnar. Tensed clauses will include Tl?
while n o h i t e clauses lack TP.
a single functional category,

Spec

T'

n
Spec

V'

A
The verb, when it is finite, moves out of
t

e or 0

and into T' to receive a fiteness marker, either

Thus, early verb rnovement is explained." Subjects (generated in [Spec, W])

are optional in early child Gerrnan because the projection of VP is already sufficiently
rnotivated by the presence of a verb in @ (i.e., the VP projection is justified by the presence
of a verb so an external argument is not required to fil1 [Spec,

~ ~ 1 . jAgreement
~ ' ~

is

Note that in some utterances collected fiom ear1y child German. fullte verbs do not always appear in fïrst
or second position.

(i) *U:
christkind

da bringt.
Christ-child there bring

(Julia Age 2i4.21 MLU: 2.73)

This is a problem for al1 of the theories presented here and my mode1 is no exception. One possibiliiy is h t
TP has an operator (like b t proposed in Clahsen (Clahsen 1990. Clahsen et al 1994)) which lacks phonetic
content. The finite fornis whch appear in nnal position m y be in utterances where this operator was not
produceci. These incorrectly placed finite verbs do not form the majority of h i t e verb utterances. so I will
not discuss them m e r .
35
Speas (1993) proposes "Project W only if W has contentn (Speas 1993: 14). Thus, a projection is
legitimate if it has either semantic or phonetic content Since the projection of VP requires the generation of
a verb. it has both semantic and phonetic content.

acquired later and the projection of AgrP is correlated with the ernergence of the second
person singular marker

-SI.''

Verbs are forced to move up into Ag? to pick up infiection.

Lexical subjects appear with consistency at this stage because children have access to the full
subject-verb agreement paradigrn. Thus, it may be recopized that wMe German agreement
is rich, it lacks the phi features permitting the identification of thematic subjects (cf note
16).j8 No Iexical complementizers or productive wh-questions appear because there is no

CP present in the child's gramrnar. Finaliy, early chiid Swedish can be explained using this
model. However, an underlying motivation for why TP is projected in some utterances, but
not in others, is still lacking. For a potential expianation, we look at the proposais of
Guilfoyle (1996, 1997) in the following section.
2.4.1 Motivating Verb Movement in Early Child German

Guilfoyle (1996, 1997) argues that the presence of an initiation point may result in
the projection of TP in child utterances. This proposal is based on arguments conceming the
structure of root infinitivals in adult Southern Irish (GuiIfoyle 1993) (§ 1.2.5). The presence
of tense in Southern Lrish is correlated with the movement of verbs out of their base position
and into T';

nonfinite verbs remain in their base position. Psychoiogicai predicates and

experiencer verbs also lack an initiation point because they have nonagent subjects (Le.,
there is no entity which acts as the starting point of the event). The presence of root
infinitivals also occurs in the data collected fkom the acquisition of German (and Swedish).
Extending this Line of reasoning to the apparently random distribution of finite and nonfinite
verbs in chiid language, Guilfoyle (1 996, 1997) suggests that the presence or absence of an

initiation point in the event structure of the verb may detemine whether or not the verb is
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The question of whether the absence of a subject is a result of the insertion of small pro into [Spec. VP],
or of the specifier position not being projected at aii, is an intereshg one. However, to limit the scope of
dus thesis. 1 am not dealing with the production of nul1 subjects beyond general discussion.
37
The markers, -t, -e and -0, previously analyed as finiteness markers. are reinterpreted as agreement.
Once recognizing that agreement is suong in hisher given Ianguage, the child reaiizes that these marken
are. in f a n referentiaI and are used çpecuicall for certain entities in the environment.
j8
if children use pro (see note 36), they start to recognize that German agreement is not rich enough ta
allow pro-&op with thematic subjects and stop using pro-drop.

finite. Within this fiamework, nonfinite verb forms in child language are predicted to be
those which lack an initiation point, as in Southern Irish. In the following chapters, 1
investigate the proportion of nonfinite verb tokens for verbs which lack an initiation point,
and compare it to the proportion of nonfinite verb tokens which have an initiation point.
Two types of verbs lacking an initiation point are discussed. First, experiencer verbs, such
as love and hate, and other non-initiation point verbs like Zive and sleep, are discussed.
These types of verbs are shown to have a dEerent underlying syntactic structure from
agentive verbs in the adult grarnrnar. The data indicate that a sensitivity to initiation point
would be usefiil in acquisition. The modais make up the second major group of verbs. The
epistemic modals (i.e., those not associated with an initiation point) are predicted by
Guilfoyle (1996, 1997) to be primarily nonfinite. ïhese issues are dealt with in Chapters 3
and 4.

2.5 Conclusions

This chapter focused on the data collected fiom German child Ianguage and the
various models put forth to account for the generd characteristics which emerge at the early
stages of linguistic development. German is a V2 language with an underlying SOV order.
Two of the most important aspects of German child language are: (i) the apparently
random interchangeability of f i t e and nonfinite verb forms, and (ii) the fact that children
syntactically distinguish these forms. The majority of eadier studies focus on the type and
number of functional categories which wouId trigger verb movement (Le., the syntactic
distinction between h t e and nonfinite forms) in early child German. The approachzs range
across a wide spectrum: from Guilfoyle and Noonan's mode1 (1992) proposing that children
have no functional categories when entering the linguistic environment, to the argument that
children are provided with a hl1 syntactic tree by Universal Gramrnar (Poeppel and Wexler
1993, Verrips and Weissenborn 1992, Weissenborn 1990). Clahsen (CIahsen 1990,Clahsen
and Penke 1992, Clahsen et al 1994) takes the rniddIe gound, advocating the notion that
children have a singie functionai projection.

Each mode1 has its advantages and

disadvantages, but the postulation of a singie functional category explains the most data with

the fewest number of problems. A signîfïcant, less discussed area is the possible motivation
for tensing some clauses but not others. ingram anci Thompson (1996) tackle this issue by

arguing that nonfinite verb forms are lexicaily associated with modals, and therefore, the
finite and nonfinite f o m are Lexical variants distinguished semanticaiiy. Several problems
were encountered with this frarnework as weii. The child data indicate that at least one
functional category is present in child language. The question is: which one? The
acquisition data from a language sirnilar to German but lacking in subject-verb agreement
(Swedish) indicates &man children are most ükely not using subject-verb agreement that is
they do not have A g P . 1 argue, dong lines s d a r to Clahsen's, that TP is the functional
projection present in early child Gennan and it is not always projected. The remaining
question is: why is TP projected in some utterances but not others? We mm to Guilfoyle
1996, 1997 for a potential solution: non-initiation point verbs may be more likely to emerge

as nonfinite. The following chapters apply Guilfoyle's theory to the data and deterrnine its

validity .

Chapter 3

The Development of Non-initiation Point Verbs in Child ~ e r m a n ' ~

3.0 Introduction

Guilfoyle (1996, 1997) predicts that the presence or absence of an initiation point in
the event structure of a verb determines whether or not a child projects TP in a given
sentence. In her fiamework, a verb is less likely to project TP in child grammar if it lacks an
initiation point and therefore. it emerges in its nonfinite form. This mode1 attempts to
explain the apparently random interchangeability of finite and nonfinite verb forms in chiid
langage. Since experiencer and psychological predicates lack an initiation point, children
are expected to produce primarily nonfinite foms of these verbs. In this chapter, 1 discuss
experiencer verbs and psychological predicates in adult Geman, and present evidence that
they behave differently fiom agentive verbs.

We then examine child data fiom the

acquisition of al1 non-initiation point verbs.
When analyzing the experiencer verbs and psychological predicates, 1 assume the
bipartite VP as proposed in GuiE-oyle 1993 and Travis 1991

(4 1.2.3).

The thematic and

aspectual hierarchïes as proposed by Grimshaw (1990) aiso have a crucial role in my analysis
of the dierent groups of experiencer verbs in German (5 1.3.4).

In section 3.1, I present evidence that German experiencer verbs and psychological
predicates, that is, verbs lacking an initiation point, behave difFerently from agentive verbs.
The different groups of non-initiation point verbs, inciuding psychologicai state verbs,
psychologicai causative verbs and other non-initiation point vehs, are addressed in 93.1.1.
Grimshaw's theory and the bipartite VP (Guilfoyle 1993, Travis 1991) are applied to the
data in 93.2. The distinction between psychologicai state and psychological causative verbs
is dealt with in 93.3.1. The inability of experiencer verbs to properly passivize is explained
in $3.23. The presence of syntactic distinctions between non-initiation point verbs and
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agentive verbs indicates that a predisposition to be sensitive to these clifferences would be
usefid to a chiid acquirulg German. In 43.3, I show that the data collected from chiid
language acquisition dernonstrate certain patterns in the treatment of non-initiation point
verbs. However, the actual number of non-initiation point verbs present in early child
German is very smd, making it diflicult to generaiize broadly (93.3.1). In addition, the
sarnples collected contain data from severid developmentai stages.

Before making a

definitive conclusion or statement, more data are required on non-initiation point verbs in
child German. For cornparison, all of the other verbs which appear in the transcripts are
listed, dong with whether or not they appear in their finite forms. Most of these verbs are
highly agentive and most appear in their h i t e f o m (at ail stages of development). At the

end of this chapter, I show that cbildren are using infinitival foms for non-initiation point
verbs with more fiequency than other verbs.
3.1 Non-Initiation Point Verbs in Adult German

The behaviour of non-initiation point verbs in child language may provide evidence
to prove or refüte the clairns made by Guiifoyle (1996, 1997). In 43.1.1, 1 examine the
behaviour of three different groups of non-initiation point verbs in German, particularly in
reference to passivization (Grewendorf 1989, Lenerz 1977): psychologicai state verbs,
psychological causative verbs, and other non-initiation point verbs. The data support the
generation of experiencers inside the VP as internai arguments, rather than extemal
arguments.
3.1.1 Passivization in Non-Initiation Point Verbs in German

German experiencer verbs f d into three different classes, accordmg to their syntactic
behaviour:
(i) psycholo@cal state verbs, for example, lzehen 'to love', hassen 'to hate' and
mogen 'to Iike' ;
(ii) psychologicai causative verbs, for example znteressieren 'to interest',
vewndern 'to surprise', gefallleen 'to pIease' and fehlen 'to miss, Iack'; and,

(Si) other non-initiation point verbs, including schlqfen 'to sleep' and, scheinen 'to

shine' .
We see fiom the data that psychological predicates in Grman do not have a 'true' extemal
argument. Identicai clairns have been made for ItaIian (Belletti and Rizzi 1988) and Dutch
(van Voorst 1988). This distinction between non-initiation point and agentive verbs in adult
German would make a sensitivÏty to the presence or absence of an initiation point highly
useful to a chiId acquinng German. Below, 1 discuss the passivization of regular verbs in
German.
3.1.1. 1 Passivizatr'on in Regulm Verbs

The passivization of regdar verbs (i.e., verbs which represent an event with an
initiation point) in German parallels passivization in other languages. The extemal argument
is suppressed (or absorbed) and the passive verb does not have the ability to assign case to

the internai argument (Grewendorf 1989). The intemal argument must move into subject
position to receive nominative case. Note dso that in (lb, 2b) the instrumentai or agentive
argument may be included within a PP. The foilowing are examples of regular passivization

M m zerst&t sein
Auto mit einem Hanzmer.
the(N0M) man destroys his(ACC) car with a@AT) harnrner
'The man destroys his car with a harnmer '

(1) a. Der

b. Sein
Auto; wird
(mit einem Hammer) ti zerstort.
his(N0M) car becomes (with a@AT) harnrner) destroyed
' f i s car is being destroyed with a harnmer.'
(2) a.

Der
Kriminelle h
f den
Poizzisten geschlagen.
the(N0M) criminal has the(ACC) policeman hit
'The criminal has hit the policeman.'

Polizisti 1st (von dern
Knminellen) ti geschlagen worden.
b. Der
the(N0M) policeman is (by the@AT) criminal)
hit
became
'The policeman is being hit (by the criminal).'

Since passivization invoives suppression of the external argument, a true passive is only
possible when an extemal argument is present. Unlike the agentive verbs tisted above,
psychological predicates in German are unable to undergo passivization, suggesting that
they, too, lack an external argument ($3.7.1.2-3.1.1.4).
3.1.I. 2 Psychological State Verbs

A group of experiencer verbs in German (or psychologicai predicates), including

lieben 'to love', hassen 'to hate', and mdgen 'to like', have a nominative experiencer and an
accusative theme, that is, the experiencer appears as the subject and the theme as the object.
We therefore adopt the analysis of Grimshaw (1990), where the experiencer is ranked
highest on both the aspectual and thematic hierarchies, indicating that these verbs are
PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE V&S.

(Grimshaw 1990: 28)
(4)

a. Das Kim2 liebt den Hund
the(N0M) chiId loves the(ACC) dog
'The chiId loves the dog. '
b. das Kind der Hund
the child the dog
(Theme))
(EXP
1

2

The examples above demonstrate the placement of the experiencer and theme on the
thematic and aspectual hierarchies. The hierarchy f?om 1.2.4 ( 6 ) is restated as ( 3 ) here. As
(4) shows, these verbs fit Grimshaw's hierarchy for psychological state verbs

Although these verbs appear to undergo passivization, it is shown that the
"participle" is actuaily an adjective because the modifier sehr 'very' can appear in the
structure. If the participles in the following sentences were true verbs, the presence of sehr

contrasts directly with the agentive verb in ( 5 ) . Thus, in each instance, the active, passive,
and passive with sehr are equaily grammatical.
( 6 ) a. Das

Kind Ziebt seinen Hum!
the(N0M) child loves his(ACC) dog
'The child loves his dog.'

b. Der
Hund wird
geliebt (von dern
Kind).
the(N0M) dog becomes loved @y the@AT) child)
'The dog is loved.'
c . Der
Hund wird
sehr geliebt.
the(N0M) dog becomes very loved.'
'The dog is very loved.'
(7) a. Die

jungen Eeute haben den
schrecklichen Mann gehJt.
the(N0MJ young people have the(ACC) homble(ACC) man hated
'The young people (have) hated the horrible old man.'

b. Der
schreckliche Mann wurde
the(N0M) homble(N0M) man became

(von den
jungen Leuten) gehapt.
(by the@AT) young people) hated
'The horrible man was hated (by the young people).'

c . Der

schreckliche Mann wurde sehr gehapt.
the(N0M) homble(N0M) man became very hated
'The horrible old man was very hated.'

(8) a. Dieses

Madchen bewunderte seinen
Vater.
this(N0M) girl
admired
her(ACC) father
'This girl admired her father.'

Vater wurde (von diesem
Madchen) bewundert.
b. Der
the(N0M) father becarne @y this@AT) girl)
admired
'The father was admired. '

c. Der
Vater w r d e sehr bewundert.
the(N0M) father becarne very admired
'The father was very adrnired.'
The behaviour of these verbs in passivization supports the notion that the experiencer
subjects in (6) to (8) are distinct fiom the agentive subject cited in (5). In 93.2, I argue that
experiencer subjects are not extemal arguments and thus, do not allow passivization. Since

these verbs are stative (i.e., lack an initiation point), they are expected to emerge as
infinitivais in child language.
3.1.1.3 Psychological Causative Verbs

In a second group of expenencer verbs, the experiencer is in object position (i.e.,
a s s i ~ e daccusative or dative case) and the theme appears in subject position, taking
nominative case.

Verbs such as interessieren 'to interest', beunruhlgm 'ta

WOV',

venvundern 'to arnaze' and gefallen 'to please' are members of this group. 1 refer to these

verbs as psychological ca~satives.'~The passivization properties of these verbs indicate that
the expenencer is an internai argument.
Grimshaw's hierarchy (1990) allows mismatches between the thematic and aspectual
hierarchies (because they function independently), predicting the presence of such verbs in a
&en language. In such cases, the experiencer is ranked highest on the thematic hierarchy
but lower than the theme on the aspectuai hierarchy;
PSYCHOLOGICAL CAUSATWES.

these verbs are referred to as

The thematic and aspectud hierarchies are restated fiom

51.2.4 (21) as (9). The example in (10) uses an experiencer in accusative case while (1 1) is

an exarnple of the experiencer in dative case.
(9)

Psycholugical causative
(Exp (Theme))
(Grimshaw 1990: 28)

(10)

a. Das
Geschenk ve~rundertmeine
Schwester.
the(N0M) @
arnazes
my(ACC) sister
'The gift amazes my sister.'
b. meine Schwester
my sister
(EXP
2

''

das Geschenk
the sift
(Theme))
1

Belletti and RiW (1988) find that Italian experiencer and psychological verbs c m be grouped into three
the preoccupare class (accusative experiencers and nominative themes), the remere class
(nominative experiencer and accusative theme) and the piocere class (dative wperiencer and nominative
theme). Den Besten (1982) also argues that these verbs be grouped together in a single class. the
preoccupare class.
dasses:

(11)

a. Ihre
Personlzchkezt gefallt mir.
her(N0M) personality pleases me@AT)
'Her personality pleases me. '
b. mir
me

ihre Personlichkezt
her personality

.r\lthough initially they appear to undergo passivization, insertion of the prepositional
phrase containhg the cause of the experience makes these sentences ungrammaticai (13,

14). In addition, these "passive" sentences remain grammatical if sehr 'very' is insened
(13b, 14b). This contrasts with agentive verbs which can take the prepositional phrase

without afIecting gramrnaticality as was shown in (2b), restated here as (12).
(12) Der
Poizzist; ist (von dem
fimineilen) ti geschlagen worden.
the(N0M) policeman is @y the@AT) criminal)
hit
became
'The policeman had been hit by the criminal.'
Geschenk v e r w u d r t rnezne
Schwester.
(13) a. Dus
the(N0M) gift
amazes
my(ACC) sister
'The gift amazes my sister.'
b. Meine

Schwester wzrd . (sehr) verwumkrt.
my(N0M) sister
becomes (very) arnazed
'My sister becomes arnazed.'
Schwester wird
von dem
Geschenk vemndert.
myO\iOM) sister
becomes by the(DAT) gift
arnazed
'My sister is amazed by the M.'

c . *Mezne

( 14) a. Dzeses

Buch znteressiert rneirren Vater.
my(ACC) father
t his(N0M) book interests
'This book interests my father.'

b. Mezn
Vuter wird
(sehr) znteresszert.
my(N0M) father becomes (very) interested
'My father is (very) interested.'
c . *Mein
Vater wird
von dzesem Buch interesszert.
my(N0M) father becomes by this(DAT) book interested
'My father becomes interested by this book.'

Experiencer verbs taking a dative expenencer argument and nominative theme behave
analogously to the other psychologicai causatives discussed above. This class includes verbs
such as gefalllen 'to please' and fehlen 'to miss or lack (somebody or something)'. Like the
other psychoIogical causatives, these expenencer verbs cannot undergo passivization:
( 1 5 ) a. ïhre
Personlichkeit gefallt mir.
her(N0M) personality
pleases me@AT)
'Her personality pleases me.'

b. *Mir
wird
gefallen
me(DAT) becomes pleased
'1 was pleased. '

c. *Mir
wzrd
von ihrer
Personlichkeit gefallen.
me(DAT) becomes by her@AT) personality
pleased
'1 was pleased with her personality.'
In (15b-c), the experiencer verb gefallen 'to please' cannot undergo passivization, with or
without the expression of the theme ihrer Personlichkei~ 'her personality'.

The

passivization processes which take place with these verbs are explained if the experiencer
argument is generated as an interna1 argument inside the lower VP. These verbs represent a
causative relationship and therefore, have an initiation point, so within the framework of
Guilfoyle 1996, 1997 they may emerge as finite or nonfinite.
3.1.1.4 Other Non-Initiation Point Verbs

The third group of non-initiation point verbs consists of transitive and intransitive
verbs representing an event which lacks an initiation or starting point. These verbs include
sehen 'to see', schlafeen 'to sleep' and wohnen 'to live'. As we see later, these verbs make
up a large goup of the non-initiation point verbs occumng in early child German. Unlike
their psychologicai counterparts, transitive non-initiation point verbs rnay undergo tme
passivization. Note that the insertion of sehr 'very' with the passive of gfmben 'to believe'
is ungrammatical.
(16) a. Sie glaubten meine Geschichte.
they believed my
story
'They believed my story.'

b. Meine Geschichte wur& geglaubt.
mY
story
becarne believed
'My story was believed.'

c. *Meine Geschichte wurde sehr geglaubt.
mY a0rY
became very believed
'My story was very believed.'
As with other intransitive verbs, the intransitive non-initiation point verbs cannot undergo

passivization. This is expected because therz is no internai argument to become externalized
which is part of the passivization process."
schl@.
the woman sleeps
'The woman is sleeping.'

( 17) a. Die Frau

b. *Die Frau wurde geschlafen.
the woman became slept
'The woman was slept. '

These verbs are ais0 integral to this study because they represent events which lack an
initiation point. According to Guilfoyle 1996, 1997, these verbs should emerge as primarily
infinitival in the child data.

Note that these inuansitive verbs appear in impersonai passive constructions such as the following
(Grewendorf 1989: 21):
(i) Es wurde geschlafen.
it became slept
'There was sleeping. '
There is some debate as to whether or not these constructions are m e syntactic passives (i-e., there is no
interna1 argument king externalized) or are morphological passives (see Grewendorf 1989 and Jaeggli and
Safir 1989 for cWerent interpretations).
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3.2 Analysis of German Experiencer Verbs

The data discussed in $3.1 indicate the argument structure of experiencer verbs must

be dBierent fiom agentive verbs. I argue below that the inability to passivize experiencer
verbs of supports the generation of experiencers as internai arguments.

3.2.1

Psychological State Verbs venus PsychoIogical Causatives

The apparent discrepancy between the psychological causatives, (verwundem 'to
arnaze', rnferessieren 'to interest') and the psychologicd statives, (lieben 'to love', hassen
'to hate') in German is explicable using Grimshaw's mode1 of thematic

and aspectual

hierarchies (51.2.4). This differentiation is a result of the mismatch between the thematic
and aspectud hierarchies. The experiencers of psychologicai causatives are ranked as
second in the aspectual hierarchy, but first in the thematic hierarchy.

Only ar,ouments

highest on the aspectual hierarchy become subjects, so the experiencer does not move up
into subject position. Instead, it remains in the VP and receives accusative case fiom the

verb (or dative case). The theme moves into Spec of TP or AgrP to receive nominative case
(18).

In the case of the psychologicd state verbs, the experiencer has the highest

prominence in both hierarchies and surfaces in subject position.
(18)

TP

A
Spec

T'

n
VP
T
n

Spec
Ertemal Arg.

V

A

Spec
Erperiencer

V'

A

XP
Theme

v

The experiencer is generated in Spec of the lower VP, the theme appears as a sister to the
verb and finaily, the agent or external argument is generated in Spec of the outer VP shelI.
The following sections apply the tree presented in (18) to the passivitation data,
demonstrating that the experiencer is an internal argument.
3.2.2 f assivization

The passivization data demonstrate that experiencer verbs do not undergo true
passivization (53.1.1.2-3.1.1.3). The major dserence between the agentive verbs, which
undergo passivization, and the psychologicai predicates which cannot, is the fact that
experiencer verbs lack an extemai argument.

Passivization, in German, involves the

absorption or suppression of the extemal argument (Grewendorf 1989) and the inability of
the verb to assign accusative case. As a result, the internai argument rnoves into subject
position to receive nominative case.

Verbs which lack an extemai argument (e.g.,

unaccusatives) cannot underso passivization.*
alte Mann ist angekommen.
(19) a. Der
the(N0M) old man is arrived
'The old man has arrived.'
alte Mann wurde
b. *Der
thewOM-) old man became
'The old man was corne.'

angekommen.
came

(20) a Merne

Mutzer ist eingeschlafen.
my(NOMj mother is fidien-asleep
'My mother has f d e n asleep.'

Mutter w r d e eingeschlafen.
b. *Meine
my(N0M) mother becarne fidien-asleep
'My rnother was fallen asleep.'

If no externai argument is present, no passivizafion takes place. If the psychologicai state
and psychological causative verbs cannot undergo true passivization, they are lacking an
external
"

Therefore, the experiencer must be an internai argument.

UNACCUSATIVE
or ERGATIVE verbs lack an extenial argument and have ody one internal argument.
Intransitive verbs with an agentive subject also cannot undergo passiviafion because there is no internal
argument to be externaiized.
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The passivization processes occurring with the psychological verbs indicate that their
syntactic structure ciiffers fiom vehs with an extemal argument (i-e., agentive verbs). Due
to the restrictions on the types of arguments which can appear as extemal arguments in adult
German (and other languages such as Irish (Guiifoyle 1993, 1996, 1997), Dutch (van Voorst
1988) and Italian (Beiletti and Ekzi 1988)), a child entering the linguistic environment
wouId be well-served by a sensitivity to these dBerent structures or the presence of an
initiation point. The predictions for the presence of the verb types in chiid language are: (i)
psycholo~calstate verbs should be nonfinite, (ü) psychological causative verbs can be finite
or nonfinite, and (üi) other non-initiation point verbs should be nonfinite. For Gudfoyle's
theory to be incorrect, the opposite patterns, or no pattern whatsoever, would emerge in
early German. The next section demonstrates that some general patterns and tendencies are
observable in the child data.

3.3 The Acquisition of Non-Initiation Point Verbs

According to Guilfoyle 1996, 1997, non-initiation point verbs in chiId grammar are
more likely to emerge in their nonfinite forms because they lack an initiation point. The
preceding sections discussed the nature of non-initiation point verbs in adult German. The
development of aii types of non-initiation point verbs is investigated in the following
discussion, as is the applicability of Gudfoyle's mode1 (1996, 1997). The data are taken
from transcripts of German chdd Ianguage made available through the CHILDES database
(Clahsen 1982, M a c W h e y and Snow 1990, Wagner 1985). As the data beIow show, the
patterns indicate that German children are dserentiating between regular verbs and noninitiation point verbs, that is, the patterns arnong non-initiation point verbs are not random.
-

-

-

-

-

--

(i) Er lachr.
(ü) *Er wurde gelachr.
he laughs
he became laughed
'Helaughs.'
'Hewas laughed.'
However. this is different h m what is occurring with psychological state and psychological causative verbs.
Both of these verb types can have an internal argument ( e g . a theme). Therefore, th& inability to
passivize cannot be atuibuted to the absence of an internal argument. If the expenencer were an extemai
argument, there is no reason why these verbs should not undergo true passivization These verbs cannot
undergo tnie passivization because the experiencer is not an extemal argument whch can be suppressed or
absorbai.

Unfortunately, no exarnples of the psychological state verbs, as described in $3.1.1.2, are
present in the samples. From the class of (psychoIogica1) causatives the verbs fehlen 'to
miss, lack', gehoren 'to belong to' and schmecken 'to taste'. occur.16 Other verbs lacking

an initiation point which appear in the child data include: schlafen 'to sleep7,aufWachen 'to
wake up', wohnen 'to live', warten 'to wait7, frieren 'to fieeze' and scheinen 'to shine',
sehen 'to see', brauchen 'to need'. wissen 'to know', heijlen 'to be caiied', and glauben 'to

believe'. Some general tendencies in the child data indicate that the non-initiation point
verbs and psychological predicates are being treated dserentiy fiom regular verbs.

3.3.1 The Data

The transcripts of five children from the Clahsen corpus (Clahsen 1983) and Wagner
corpus (Wagner 1985) are discussed: Julia, Mathias, Daniel, Katrin and Nicole. Their ages

and MLUs are provided below: "
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The verb fehlen I o miss' behaves ~ t a c t i c a i i yiike a psychological causalive (i.e.. it takes a nominative
theme and dative experiencer). The verbs schmecken 'to taste' and geharen 'to belong to' are not examples
of psychologicd causatives. These are verbs which could be wnsidered to lack an initiation point because
they have experiencer arguments rather than agentive arguments. In German. however. they express a
causative relationship. As with the psychological causatives. these vehs have a theme which takes
accusative case and the experiencer cakes dative case.
(i) Die
CVursr schmeckt mir.
(ii) Dieses
Buch gehBrr mir.
the(N0M) sausage tastes
rne(DAT)
t 6 i s O book belongs me(DAT)
'1 like the sausage.'
'This book belongs to me. '
For the ciassincation purposes in this thesis, 1 will group them with the psychological causatives to
demonstrate the patterns of finite and nonfinite tokens in the causative verbs. in cornparison to those lacking
an initiation point.
'' MLU stands for WAXLENGTHOF U~TEUVCEor the average number of morphemes present in a child's
total speech sample.

TRANSCRIPTS,
AGE,MLU AND TOTALUTI-ERANCES

TABLE1
-

-

-

Name

MLU Total Number
of Utterances

Nicole
Julia

Subtotal
Daniel

Subtotal
Mathias
Subtotal
Total

In total, 1looked at 4641 available utterances fiom the transcripts of all fh-e chi~dren.~'The

transcripts cover several developmental stages as shown by the range of available MLU
scores: from 1.28 to 2.98. Such a vast amount of variation in development proves
problematic when trying to determine general trends across children. Unfortunately, the
largest transcnpts, Katrin and Nicole, lacked MLU scores, and are not used, when
discussing the developmental patterns of non-initiation point verbs, although the data are
discussed in general terrn~.~'The number of utterances with v e h s is provided below, with
the total number of fhite and nonfinite verb tokens for each child. Daniel, who has the

This total count excluded ail unintelligibie unerances ( d y indicated with xcc in the transcripts).
ingram and Thompson (1996) have two MLU scores for bath Katrin and Nicole. The 6rst (MLUI)w a ~
calcuiated using the CLAN program prwided on CHILDES. As these Uanscnpts are not morphologrcaily
coded, the CLAN program only comts spaces between words and the scores are not accurate. The second
MLU was based on srniil1 parts of the transcripts coded into SALT by Ingram and Thompson. Again. rhese
scores are inadequate because they are not based on the entire transcript but only small portions (235
utterances £rom Katrin's sarnple and 129 fiom Nicole's sample).
'9

highest average MLU (2.63), also had the highest proportion of utterances containing verbs
(52.3%). The lowest percentage of utterances with verbs belongs to NicoIe (15.1%).

TABLE2

N W E R OF UTTERANCES
W i l H VERBS,VERBTOKENS AND
PERCENTAGE OF UTTERANCESWITH VERBS

Total Number
of Utterances
407

302

Total Verb Tokens
Finite (%)O'
N o n t t e (%)
232
54
178
131
100

Percentage of Utterances
with Verbs

(23.3)
(76.7)

52.3

(76.3)

39.4

Of the 1422 total verb tokens, only 93 exarnples of non-initiation point verbs were found.
The number of non-initiation point verbs in the data samples for each child is small,
indicating that these verbs are not the first t o be acquired. Since this data set is so small, we

need to be cautious when making generahations about the development of the noninitiation point verbs; ody 11% or less of the total verb tokens in each child's data sarnple

are non-initiation point verbs (Table 3). However, the fact that so few non-initiation point
verbs occur in early cidd German is itself an interesting finding.

The percentages (%) of finite and nodinite verbs are calculateci by dividing the number of
nonfinite) tokens by the total number of verb tokens.

h t e

(or

PERCENTAGEAND NUMBEROF NON-INITLATOR

TABLE 3

VERüS IN EACHSAMPLE
- -

L

Name

Total Number of
Verb Tokens

Katlin
Nicule
Julia

549
2 82
228
23 2
13 1

Daniel
Mathias
Total

1

1422

Number of Non-initiator Verbs

(%lS
65
7

IO
4
7
93

'

(11.8)
(2.5)
(4.4)
(1.7)
(5.3)
(6.5)

1

The various non-initiation point verbs and psychological predicates which appeared in the
child data, the number of f i t e and nonhite tokens of each are provided in the following
table (Table 4).52 Words marked with an asterisk (*) fall into the class of (psychological)
causative verbs under G-rimshaw's hierarchy (1990), that is, the experiencer emerges as an
object with accusative or dative case, while the theme appears as the subject, receiving
nominative case. Note that the verb schlajen 'to sleep', the most fiequent non-initiation
point verb in al1 the transcripts, has 17 nonfinite tokens as compared to only 6 finite tokens.

The verb sehen 'to see', which is the second most fiequent verb, appears as a finite verb in
14 tokens and nonfinite in 14 tokens.

-

-

~

The percentage (%) is the number of non-initiation point verbs divided by the total number of verb
tokens in the mnxripts.
Nonfinite v d s were those ending in -en or -n. This also acts as the first or third person plural rnarker.
However, 1 did not want to anribute these endings to subject-verb agreement in children who did not have
second person singular agreement, that is AgrP, so 1 grouped them with the infinitives. There were very few
examples where the -en rnarker waç paireci with a plural subject.

''

TABLE4
Type of Verb

aufiachen
scheznen
wohnen
warten
fizeren
sehen
wissen
heipen
glauben
brmchen
(F%ycholo@d) *fehlen
Causatives
*schmecken
*gehoren
Total

Verb

'to wake up'
'to shine'
'to live'
'to wait'
'to f?eezeY
'to see'
'to know'
'to be cded'
'to believe'
'to need'
'to miss'
'to taste'
'to belong to'

Number o f
Number of
Nonfmite Tokens Finite Tokens
17
1
0
1
0
0
14

0
0

0
t

4-

0
0
1
35

1
5
8
60

initidy, the data appears to contradict the predictions made in Guilfoyle 1996, 1997
because the majority of tokens of non-initiation point verbs are finite, not nonfinite. As I
stated above, several stages of linguistic development have been colIapsed into this table,
disguishg any developmental patterns. By investigating the distribution of finite and
nonfinite tokens of non-initiation point verbs at various MLU stages, we see that German
chldren may be using the presence or absence of initiation point to project TP (Table 5).
Note that the data collected fiorn Katrin and NicoIe are not inciuded in this table because no

MLU scores are available. The two verbs which express a causative relationship,fehlen 'to
miss' and gehoren 'to belong to', both appear in their finite forrns only; this behaviour is
compatible with Guilfoyle 1996, 1997 because they express a causative relationship in
German (Le., have an initiation point). At ail the developmental stages, the number of
nonfinite tokens produced by the children ouuiumber the number of finite tokens, until
Daniel 21, the transcript with the highest MLU at 2.98. The only anomalous transcript is
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Mathias 17 where aii three tokens of non-initiation point verbs are finite. 55 The data show
that the nurnber of nodinite non-initiation point verbs decreases as MLU increases. These

generai trends indicate that more non-initiation point verb tokens are nonfinite rather than
finite; the number of tokens, however, is small. In three of the transcripts 1 looked at, no
examples of non-initiation point verbs appear (Daniel 18, Daniel 17, Julia 25).
NONFINITEAND F m TOKENS
OF NON-IMTIATION
PON V ~ BYSMLU

TABLE5

MLU (Age)
1.58
2.26
2.32

Transcript
Julia 23
Daniel 18
Daniel 17

(2:1?14)
(2;IO,14)
(2:9.28)

Verbs
schiafen
'to sleep'

-

-

brauchan
wissen
*fihien
schfafin
sehen
giauben
schlafen
sehen
brauchen

-

'to need'

1

Nonfinite
2

Finite
0

da
da

da

-to h o w '

0
0

'to miss'

( 0 )*

30 rIeep'
20 seen
'tobelieve'
'to sIeep'

-tosee'
'to need'

1

da

2
1
(1)

0
0
1
1
1

2

0
0
0

1

2.94
2.98

(25'28)
(2:11,14)
(3:O.z 1 )

1

Julia 27 &
Daniel 19
Daniel 2 1

sehen
brauchen
schlafen
wissen
*gehoren

'to see'
'toneed'
0
'to sleep'
'to hou.'
'to beiong to'

0
1
0
(0)

0
1
(1)

The data coiiected fi-om Katrin and Nicole neither confïrm nor refiite the findings fiom Table

5 because their transcripts cannot be placed in relation to the other transcripts (i.e., by
MLU) (Table 6 ) .
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One possible explanation for the finite f o m of brauchen 'to n d ' is that it is a modal verb. not a
regular verb. in her study on the emergence of German modals, Ad&
(1985) includes brmchen with
the counts of the other modal verbs and Ohlschlager (1989) cites several references where (nicht) brmchen
'to (not) need' is argueci to be a modal.
5j These numbers are in brackets because they are the totals for the causative verbs. They are provided for
generai infonnation but I am not including them in the overall totals which focus on the proportion of
infinitivai non-initiation point verb tokens.

(No MLU AVAILABLE)
Verbs
Nicole

schlafen
sehen
heiflen

'to sleep'
'to s e '
'to be called'

schlafen
sehen
brauchen
wissen
wohnen
*gehoren
heipen
warren
*schmecken
scheinen
fneren
aufiachen

Total
'to sleep'
70 see'
'to need'
I o how'
'to live'
'to belong to'
'to be called'
I o wait'
'to taste'
'to shine'
'to freeze'
'to wake up'
Total

Nonfinite
0
1

0
1
11
8

0
0
0
(1)
2

0

(3
0
1
1

23 (29)

As with the other children, no psychological state v e h s appear in the data collected from

Nicole and Katrin. Nicole's transcripts contain oniy one nonfinite token, whiie in Katrin's
transcripts, 23 tokens are nonfinite and 29 are finite. Neither data set confirrns Guilfoyle
1996, 1997. One possible reason for higher number of h i t e tokens in Katrin's transcripts is
that she may already have subject-verb agreement. She shows use of the second person
marker with several verbs. If she has agreement, she would have progressed past the stage
where initiation point is relevant.55 Thus, the ciifference in proportion between infinirival
tokens of non-initiation point verbs and regular verbs is expected to be much srnalier. If

''

initiation point rnay no longer be causing verb movement and nniteness at this stage because when
agreement is acquired. AgrP is projected. Thus, the verb will undergo movement and not ernerge as
infinitid because it moves up into ~ g to
# pick up its infieaion. See Clahsen and Penke 1992 for further
discussion of the impact that the acquisition of agreement bas on verb movement in early chiid Gennan. To
determine whether or not Kauin has agreement the nurnber of correct uses of agreement endmgs (Le..
whether or not the second person endings are productive) musr be investigated. Howwer. as rny thesis does
not deal with the acquisition of agreement itself, this is beyond the present discussion.

Katrin does not have subject-verù agreement, her data is problematic for Guilfoyle 1996,
1997. To lend M e r support to GuiTfoyle's hypothesis (1996, 1997), we look qt the

proportion of infinitival tokens in non-initiation point verbs and compare it to the proportion
of nonfinite tokens of regular verbs.
THE NUMBEROF NONFDiTE TOKFNS FOR NON-INITIATION
POINTVERBSVS. REGULAR VERBSBY MLU

TABLE 7

1
1.58
2.26
2.35
2.38
2.44
2.73
2.83
2.94
2.98

(2;1,14)
(2;10,14)
(2;9,28)
(2;9,7)
(2;3,21)
(2;4,2 1)
( 1 , 4 )
(2;5,28)
(2;l 1,24)
(3;0,21)

TABLE8

Transcript

Nicole
Katrin

Transcript

Julia 23
Daniel18
Daniel 17
Mathias 17
Julia 25
Julia 26
Mathias18
Julia 27
& Daniel 19
Daniel 2 1

1

","Onzitiation Point
Nonfinite
2
2
da
da
da
da
3
0
da
5
5

da
3
3

3
3

2

2

1

Regular
Totai
Nonfinite
2
0
37
8
36
14
63
16
50
22
66
23
46
12
105
75

31

9

THENUMBEROF NONFINm T O ~OFSNON-IN~TIATION
POINT
VERBSVS. INITlAnoN POIM VERBS(NOW U AVAILABLE)

Non-initiation Point Tokens
Total
Nonfinite
7
1
23
52

Regular Verb Tokens
Total
Nonfinite
272
117
43 6
190

With the exception of the Mathias 17 and Nicole transcripts, a general trend emerges: the
proportion of non-initiation point verbs appearing as infinitival is higher than the proportion
of nonfinite tokens of regular verbs." For example, while three out of the five tokens of
56

1 have not included modals in the çounrs of regular or initiation point verbs because they are dtscussed in
the following chapters. Virtuaiiy ali of the modal verbs are finite. so. in most cases. they wouid not afkct
the overall proportion (because aii of them wouid be finite) if they were included in the regular verb counts.
5Bath non-initiation point verbs and modals were excluded h m the wum of the regular verbs. Modals
are discussed in the foiiowing chapter. In fact, 98% of the modal verbs are finite, so including them in the
counts of regular verbs would i n m e the proportion of Cinite verb tokens under discussion.

non-initiation point verbs are nonfinite in Julia 26 (around 60%), only 23 of 66 of the regular
verb tokens (around one-thd) are nonfinite. In the Mathias 17 and Nicole transcripts, the
majority of non-initiation point verbs appear in their f i t e forms; this is, in fact, sirnilar to
the regular verb tokens fiom their transcripts where the majority of tokens are finite. The
data presented in this section indicate that children rnay be making some type of distinction
between verbs having an initiation point and those iacking one.

3.3.2 The Other Verbs: A Cornparison

In the preceding section, a comparison was made between non-initiation point verbs
and regular verbs. This section takes a b i e f look at the other verbs which emerge in the
early stages of child language. Other patterns, aside from those found with non-initiation
point verbs, are present in the German acquisition data. Ail of the verbs appearing in the
children's transcnpts are listed in Tables 9-13;

the information provided includes the

number of verbs with only finite tokens, the number of vehs with only nonfinite tokens, and
those which occur in both forms. One of the most obvious characteristics of the verbs
presented in the tables is that most are highly agentive or active verbs, indicating that
German children acquire these verbs earlier and with more ease. Such a pattern is not
unexpected in language development because these verbs represent events or activities that
are easy for the child to point out or associate with a word. Second, most tokens of these

agentive verbs appear in their finite forms; the verbs which project TP outnumber the
nonfinite verb forms (Tables 7, 8). Finally, the number of verbs that occur in both finite and
nonfinite forms is restricted. 58
In Julia's transcripts, finite tokens comprise the highest number of verb tokens (1 14

tokens) of al1 regular verb tokens." Fifty-nine tokens emerge in only their nonfinite forms.
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Tables 9 through 13 do not inchde the modal verbs; their behaviour will be discussed in detail in
Chapter 4.
59 For a breakdown of the number of finite verb tokens accuning with reguiar verbs at each MLU (and for
each transcnpt). see Tables 7 and 8.

Fiaiiy, a smaii group of verbs, with only 25 tokens, appear as both h i t e and nonfinite in her

transcripts.

Verbs in [+Finite]
114 tokens
msetzen

'to go for

setzen
sprelen
umhppen
anheben

'to sit down'
'to play'
'to turn over'
'to lift up,
start '
To put (on Ît)'
'to put, seat'
'to create'
'to jump off
'to fit'
'to put in'
I o miss'
'to get'
-to be'
'to mer'
'to throw'
'to look'
-to bring'
'to m'
'to find'
'to take with'
'to empty'
'to spill'
'to hang up'
'to take'
'to approach'

s.th.'

darauftun
hlnsetzen
schaffen
runterspringen
passen
remtecken
fihlen
holen
sein
sreuem
werfen
gucken
bnngen
latrfen
finden
mrmehmen
aushppen
kleckem
anhangen
nehmen
zugehen

Verbs in [-Finite]
59 tokens
essen
reinm
hfipfen
geben
springen
schlagen
tragen
aujfhtzen
suchen
sitzen
wegtun
fisimachen
abmachen
rmben

30eat '
?O put in'
'to hop, skip'
'to give'
'to jwnp'
?O bit'
'to c m v . take'
?O clean up'
'to look'
'to sit'
30put away'
-to fit, mange'
'to take off

runterhüpfen
malen

't0 hop, shp'
'to draw.
pauit'
-to tighren,
dress'
'to pack wrap'
'to push'
'to take hold
of
-to join in
play'

?O

Verbs in [Hinitel

25 tokens
sagen
machen
zeigen
zumachen
haben
umbinden

-to saw'
'to make.
do'
'to show'
-to close'
'to have'
-to tie on'

steal,

kidnap'

ams'eken
einpacken
schieben
anfassen
mirspielen

Daniel has 197 regular verb tokens in his speech sample. Again, as was the case with Julia,
finite tokens are in the majority, making up 124 of the total tokens. Verbs appearing only in
their nonfinite fom appear in 44 iokens Again, as with Julia, oniy a resmcted set of verbs

appears in both finite and nonfinite foms, equaling 29 of the regular verb tokens.

Verbs in [+Finite]
124 tokens
anmachen
sein
stecken
rausnehmen
angeln
gucken
aufiachen

'to nirn on'
'to be'
'to put-to take out'
-to h h '
'to look'
'to open

schaukeln

'to swing,

undo'

suchen
reinspringen
gehen
schauen
absteigen
aufessen
reinrun
drehen
rernstecken
wrssen
holen
tauchen
fallen
donnern
umfallen
geben
kommen
fliegen
laufen
passen
srngen
anfangen
vr cken

rock'
'to look'
'to jurnp in'
'to go'
-to watch'
'to climb
d o m'
70 eat up'
-to put ln'to turn,
shift '
'to put m 'to know'
I o get'
'to dive'
'to Ml'
'to thunder'
'to ml over'
I o give'
'to corne'
'to fly'
'to nin'
-to fit'
I o sing'
'to begm'
-to peck'

Verbs in [-Finite]
44 tokens
'to take
daranbinden
hdmmern
wiederkommen
raustun
reinmachen
reintun
kapurr machen
schlafen
abpellen
landen

dom'
'to rie h'
'to hammer'
'to r e m '
'10take out'
I o put in'
'10 put in'
&tobreak'
?O sleep'
'to peel'
'to land'

Verbs in [White]
29 tokens
ausschürten
rnachen
haben
Iassen
fahren
essen
bauen

-to rock'
IO make, do'
'to have'
'to let, stop'
'to drive'
'to eat '
'to build'

Katrin's transcnpt is the only one where verb tokens which appear in either finite or
nonfinite foms outnumber the verbs which appear oniy as Çiite or as nonfinite (188 tokens).
Verbs appearing only in their finite forms are make up 172 tokens, whiie those verbs
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emerging only as infuiitivals comprise 76 tokens of the total.
calculated, she may have an

Since her MLU is not

MLU higher than the other children under discussion. Again,

the different patterns exhibited by Katrin codd be due to the presence of agreement. This
would explain why she has access to both the f i t e and nonfinite forms of more verbs.

Verbs in [+Finite]
172 tokens
sein
'to be'
bekommen
'to ges'
-to ring3
schellen
fallen
schreien
szm
reparieren
hilfen
nehmen
wischen
srechen
iaufen
kommen
bauen
schürreln
fissen
schnuppem
S. beerfen
lachen
behalten
verkleben
hangen
lun
ausziehen

?O

fàll'

'to scream'
'to sit'
'to repair'
'to help'
'to take'
-to wipe'
-to prick'
'to nul'
IO corne'
-to build'
'to shake'
'to eat'
-to s n i f f
'to huoneself
-to laugh'
'to keep'
'to stick
together'
'to hang'
'to do, rnake'
'to pull out,
take hold o f

Verbs in [-Finite]
76 tokens
malen
'to paint draw'
abputzen
'to wipe. clean'
aufieben
'to pick up'
knitrern
'to crease'
anfassen
'to take hold o f
wegstellen
'to put away'
liegen
-to lie'
trugen
*tobring. take'
niesen
'to sneeze'
srehen
'to stand'
weinen
-to cry'
klzngelrr
-10mgeinsteigen
'to get in'
hinfullen
Io i.àll in'
hereinnrn
'to put in'
begucken
'to look at'
aufiauen
'to se? up'
srreicheln
'to stroke. pet'
nuckeln
'to suck'
suchen
I o look for'
faujén
'to nui'
angucken
*tolook at'
~chnullen~~
geben
'to gwe'
waschen
'to wash'
aufstellen
'to set up'
raten
'to advise'

Verbs in [Hinite]
188 tokens
schreiben
'to write'
essen
'to eat'
machen
'to make. do'
gehen
-to gornnken
'to drink'
haben
'to have'
herauskommen 'to corne out'
reiten
'to ride'
schaukeln
-to swing,
holen
mmachen
fahren
spielen
bringen
gucken
versrecken

rock'
'to get'
IO close'
'to dnve'
'to play
-to bnng'
'to look'
'to hide'

1

Mathias' transcripts contain 107 tokens of regular verbs, the highest number of which are
finite tokens (74). The v e h s emerging only as nonfinite tokens make up 19 of the total
60

1could not find a translation for schnullen but the noun der Schnuller uanslates inro 'pacifier. soother'
(Scholze-Stubenrecht and Sykes 1990).

nurnber of tokens present in his speech sample. Like Daniel and Julia, a relatively s m d
group of verbs and their tokens appear in both finite and nodinite fomis, comprising 14
tokens of the total.

Verbs in [+Finite]
75 tokens
hingregen
aufiachen
rim

regnen
sein
stimmen
gehen
abschneiden
daraufse~en
rauskornrnen
lesen
festhangen
anbinden
angeh
kapurt machen
reuen
sr tzen
liegen
schaben

'to reach into'
-to open'
-to do?rnake'
-to min'
'to be'
'to be right'
'to go-to cut off
-to sit on it'
'to corne out'
'to read'
'to get caught'
-to tie up'
'to fish'
-to break'
'to ride'
-10 sit'
TO lie (down)'
'to scrape.

shave'
'to be nght in
lt'

hangen
kauyën
sagen
eimmachen
setzen

Io b g '
'to buy'
't0 Say'
'to preserve'
To place, set
down'

kapun gehen
fittern
zugucken
werden

'to get broken'
.to feed'
-to watchIO becorne,
wdl'

Verbs in [-Finite]
19 tokens
zurnachen
abregen
reinpicken
ziehen
naj3machen
wegtun
geben
vorlesen
reznmn
rausholen
fîessen

Verbs in [Hinite]
14 tokens

'to close'
machen
'to tear off
haben
'to pick in'
fahren
'to p u r
'to make wet'
'to put aWayT
70 give'
'to read
aloud'
't0 put In'
'to get out'
-to eat'

'to make. do'
'to have'
'to drive'

NICOLE'S
VERBIrJvn\JTo~y
(REMAINING 272 TOKENS)
~

Verbs in [+Finitel
135 tokens
halten
kommen
gucken
sein
hupen
rnachen
stecken
schreiben
lesen
zeigen
pieken
aufiussen
umkrppen
sltzen
reinstecken
packen
einstecken
stinken
wegmachen
reiten
klopfën
behalten

'to hold'
'to corne'
-to look'
'to be'
'to sound a
horn'
'to make. do'
'to put'
'to write'
-to read'to show'
'to pnck.
poke'
'to pay
attention'
'to turn over'
'to sit'
'to put in.
hde'
'to pack'
To put in'
't0 stuik'
'to put auri).'
'to ride'
-to bock'
*to keep'

Verbs in [-Finite]
100 tokens
haben
afirehen
mziehen
abpurzen
krtzeln
dahingehen
S. drehen

'to have'
'to stand up'
'to put on'
'to wipe, clean'
'to tickle'
'to p a s . go by'
-to turn

waschen
geben
himtellen
holen

'to wash'
'to give'
-to put up'
'to get'

~

Verbs in [Hinite]
37 tokens
singen
gehen
nehmen
malen
essen
bleiben

'to sing'
I o go'
IO & c e 'to draw, p m t '
'to eat'
TO

stay'

change'

Nicole's speech sample included 272 tokens of regular verbs. Of 272 tokens, 135 are tokens
of verbs appearing ody in their h i t e foms. Verbs with oniy nonfinite tokens make up 100
of the regular verb tokens and 37 tokens are verbs which emerge as either fime or nonfinite.
Most verbs appearing in early child Geman are agentive verbs, as shown in the
above tables (Tables 9-13). The data do not provide fùrther support for GuiEoyle 1996,
1997, although they are compatible with the model. In addition, a smaii group of verbs in

the vocabulary of each child alternates between their finite and nonfinite forms. More

research into these groups of dternating verbs may clarify what differentiates them kom
verbs which do not alternate.

3.3.3 Remaining Issues and Problems

These data shed Light on several areas of linguistic development not previously
addressed; despite this, many issues and unanswered questions remain. First, the speech
sarnples coiiected from Katnn and NicoIe lack an MLU, preventing their data fiom being
integrated witti data from other transcripts. Otherwise, the results from their speech sarnples
could CO&

or refiite the developrnentai pattern observed in Table 5, that is, the number of

infinitival non-initiation point tokens decreases as MLU increases. Second, some noninitiation point vehs, such as wissen 'to know' and glauben 'to believe', and scheinen 'to
shine', never appear in their nonfinite forms. To Mly support Guilfoyle's mode1 (1996,
1997)' these verbs should initidly emerge as nonf'mite and later, their h t e forms would

appear. As weii, a signrficant portion of the data is left unexplained within Guilfoylc's
theory. According to the data, the lack of an initiation point does not entai1 that a verb is
going to emerge in its nonfinite form. Ln Julia 26, Mathias 18, Julia 27, Daniel 19 and Daniel
2 1, at least a third of the non-initiation point verb tokens are finite (Table 5). Since there are
few examples of non-initiation point verbs present in early chiId German, a thorough

investigation of the regular verbs may provide more answers. One possibility is to look at
the utterances contaking nonfinite forrns of regular verbs. Initiation point is frequently
linked to an agent or the subject of the sentence, so if the agent (Le., initiation point) is not
included in the utterance, is the verb more likely to appear as an idnitival? In addition,

further examination of the verbs which appear in both finite and nonfinite forms is

warranted. Most of the regular verbs seem to appear as either tensed or as infinitivals with
the exception of a small group of verbs appearing in both forms. An underlying factor rnay
be either ailowing the chiidren to use both forms of the same verb or iimiting them to use

only one form for most of their ~ e r b s . ~Some
'
patterns in the acquisition data lend support
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John Archibald @ersonal communication) mggests that these data may be explicable by investigating
processing restrictions. Children rnay not have the capacity to store both f o m of al1 of the verbs. but

to Guilfoyle 1996 and the rolc of initiation point in developing grammars. ültimately, the
data presented in this chapter do not provide a definitive answer.

3.4 Conclusion

Adult German syntax makes a distinction between non-initiation point or experiencer
verbs and reguiar verbs, demonstrated by the data presented in $3.2 and 43.3. 1 conclude
that the experiencer argument is an interna1 argument; the data from adult German show
that a sensitivity to the distinction between agentive or active verbs versus non-initiation
point verbs would prove highly usefd to a child acquiring G e m as a first languase.
Guilfoyle 1996, 1997 predicts the presence or absence of an initiation point in the
event structure of a verb determines whether or not TT is included. TP is less likely to be
included when the event has an initiation point. Initidy, German children appear to use
finite and nonhite verb fonns interchangeably (Table 4).

The predictions were that

psychologicai state and other non-initiation point verbs would emerge as in6nitival while
psycholo~calcausatives would be either finite or nonfinite. We see fiom the data that verbs
lacking an initiation point in their event structure seem to be nonfinite more fiequently
(Tables 7, 8). When contrasted with the nonfinite tokens of regular verbs, German children
treat the non-initiation point verbs differently, that is, a lower proportion of regular verbs
emerge as nonfinite (Tables 7, 8). As the MLU score increases, the number of nonfinite
non-initiation point verb tokens decreases, as with regular verbs (Table 5). We also find that
the total number of non-initiation point verbs present in child ianguage is smail. No
psychological state verbs appear in eady chiId Gerrnan at aU. Although certain patterns are
present in the non-initiation point verbs, definitive evidence to support Guilfoyle 1996, 1997
is lacking Whether or not the absence of an initiation point motivates the production of
nonfinite verb forms is not conclusivefy demonstrated. The regular verbs acquired by
German children in early linguistic development exhibit several patterns, as weli. First,
virtually ail of these verbs are highiy agentive or active verbs. Second, only a restricted
-

-

instead store a s d l group of altemting forms. Howwer, this is beyond the scope of my thesis. so 1 do not
explore this possibility any further here.

group of verbs for each child aitemates between h t e and nofinite forms. The fact that a
relatively s m d number of verbs appear as [%te]

interchangeably indicates that children

rnay not be using the fitdnonfhiteness distinction randody (contrary to what previous
researchers have argued (Poeppel and Wexler 1993)). Although several patterns have been
found in the data coiiected from the CHILDES database (MacWhinney and Snow 1990),
further evidence is required, particularly from different MLU stages, to confirm or refùte
Guilfoyle's proposai (1 996, 1997).

Chapter 4

The Acquisition of Modals in Eariy ChiId Geman
4.0 Introduction

The German modals, konnen 'cm', wollen 'to want', sollen 'should', ciU.fen 'may',
and others, behave syntactically like main verbs. They have M t i v a l forms, stack, and
undergo verb movement, like many main verbs (Heine 1995, Steele et al 1981). However,
they are distinct from main verbs because:

(i)

they exhibit dserent morphological

behaviour in their verbal paradigms, and (ü) most of them have an EPISTEMK or ROOT
interpretation (Bourna 1973, Heine 1995). Root modals express permission or obligation
whde episternic modals indicate probability or possibility (54.1.2). A third type of modal
verb behaves iike main verbs and takes an accusative object. Within the fiarnework of
Guiifoyle 1996, 1997 (§2.4.1), children will tend to produce verbs in their nonfinite forms
when the event lacks an initiation point. The discussion in 54.1 dernonstrates that root
modals are more likely to be associated with an initiation point whereas episternic modals

are not. Therefore, epistemic modais are predicted to surface as intinitivals. In this chapter,
data fiom early chdd German are presented, demonstrating that these predictions are neither
confirmed or refüted ($4.2); virtually ail of the finite modal forms are root rnodals. There
are no utterances in the child data which contain definitive epistemic modais and the
prediction that epistemic verbs are nonfinite cannot be tested. Other factors concerning the
development of modal verbs in early child German are discussed in 54.3, including the
finiteness markers used on the rnodals and the production of utterances with a modal verb
and a main verb.

4.1 AduIt German Modals

The syntactic behaviour of the German modals, including verb movement, stackins,
past tense formation and their ability to take a bare infinhival complement indicates they are
main verbs. However, the modals are distinct fkom main verbs in German because their

inflectional paradigm differs fiom that of main verbs. In addition, many of them may be

interpreted with either an epistemic or root meaning (Heine 1995). Root modais may have a
deontic interpretation or, in a Iimited number of modals, take an accusative object. Despite
the varied interpretations of the -modal verbs, chiIdren are predicted to treat German rnodals
Iike other main verbs because they are not syntactically distinct. In other words, under the
assumptions of Guilfoyle (1996, 1997), the root modais, which are associated with an
initiation point, will be either finite or nonfinite, while epistemic modals, which are not
associated with an initiation point, will be intùiitivd in early child German.
4.1.1 The Syntactic Behaviour of German ModaIs

There has been debate about whether the modaI verbs should be a class unto
themselves, separate fiorn other modal elements, or whether they should be classified with
adverbs (cf Buscha 1984). However, due to their striking syntactic sirnilarity to other main
verbs in German, 1 assume (with Bouma 1973 and Heine 1995) that the modals are verbs.
The behaviour of German modals, including the verbs in (l), pardels the syntactic
characteristics of main verbs in standard adult German. On the basis of the data presented
below, concerning idection and verb movement, 1 assume that the German modais are
generated in p, like other German verbs They undergo movement into

CO

(see 921.1 for

an explanation of V2 in adult ~ e r m a n ) . ~ '

(1)

woilen 'to want'
düifen ' may '
kdnnen 'cm'

sollen
miigen
müssen

'should'
'toiikdmay'
'must '

(E3ourna 1973, Dreyer and Schmitt 1985, Heine 1995)
These modal verbs appear in an inflectional paradigm sunilar to that of the regular mah
verbs but with two main differences. First, the stem vowel changes and second, the first and
third person singular forms are idectionally unrnarked. The present indicative infiectional

In the earlier literature. there was considerable discussion as to whether or not German modals are
generated in a distinct head, rather chan
Bierwisch (1963) and Steeie et al (1981) argue that Germa..
modals are generated in AUX while Bouma (1973) supports the generation of modals in the head of the VP.
However, as 1 state above, 1 assume that the Gennan modals are generated in the VP because of their
-tactic traits which 1 discuss later in this section.

v.

paradigms of the modal verbs, müssen 'must' and sollen 'should', and a regular main verb,
lieben 'to love' are provided for comparison in (2-3).
(2)

1ST
2ND
3RD

müssen 'must-~NF'
SG
PL
muJ
müssen
mu$?[
müJt
mu$?
müssen

sollen 'should-NF'
SG
PL
sol!
sollen
sollst
sol11
sol1
sollen

(Dreyer and Schmitt 1985: 94)
lieben 'to love'

(3)

SG
1ST liebe
2ND liebst
3RD liebt

PL
lie ben
liebt
lie ben

As with main verbs, German modal verbs undergo movement to second position. The finite

modal always appears in second position of a finite matrix clause, uniess a complementizer is
present (Le.,

CO

is filled). In this case, the modal rem&

in its underlying position,

sentence-finally (4) ((5) is an example with a main verb))
( 4 ) a. Er k

m wunderbare
Musik spielen.
he can wonderful-ACC music play-INF
'He c m play wonderful music.'

b . Sie glaubt, aùJ er wunderbare
Musik spielen kmn
she believes that he wonderful-ACC music play-INF c m
'She believes that he c m play wonderful music.'
( 5 ) a. Er spielt wunderbare Musik.
he plays wonderful music
'He plays wonderful music.'

b. Sie glmbt, ah$ er wunderbare Musik qielt.
she believes that he wonderfiil music plays
'She believes that he plays wonderlül music.'
Modal verbs can also stack like other verbs in Gennan (Heine 1995, Steele et ai 198 1). For
example, in a sentence with more than one verb, the uifinitival f o m s of the modals may
occur with the infinitival forms of main verbs in clause or sentence-ha1 position (6).

( 6 ) a.

Fritz kommen wollen konnte...
because Fritz corne-INF want-INF could.. .
'Because Fritz could (possibly) want to corne... '

Weil

(Steele et al 1981: 261 (3a))
b. DaJ du fuhren
kmnen muJt 1st verstanden.
that you drive-INF can-DF must is understood
'That you must be able to drive is understood.'
(Steele et al 198 1: 26 I (3b))
Like other types of main verbs in Gennan, the modals can take bare infinitival cornplements;

insertion of the marker ,lu 'to' is prohibited (Steele et ai 1981) (7). Again, for cornparison,
an example with a regular main verb is presented in (8).6'

(7) a. Ich kann lernen.
1 can Iearn-INF
'1 can leam.'
b. *Ich kann zu lemen.
1 can to leam-INF
(8)

Ich lernte Schach spielen.
1 leamed chess play-INF
'1 leamed to play chess.'
(Steele et al 1981 : 27 1 ( 19a))

AS the data presented in (1-7) show, modals exhibit syntactic behaviour identical to that of

many main verbs. They have an mKnitival form, undergo verb movement, stack, and take a

bare infinitid complement. Ail of these traits are frequently associated with main verbs
(Steele et al 1981, Heine 1995). Modals are distinct fiom other verbs in German because
their idectional paradigms d s e r fiom those of regular main verbs and most of thern have an
epistemic or root interpretation in a sentence.
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AS Steele et al (1981) pain! out. orher verbs in German are grammaticai with the m + infinitivai
complement constmction whereas this is prohibiteci in the case of the modals. The example below (i) is as
acceptable as that in (8):
(i) Ich lernte Schach zu spjelen.
1 leamed chess to play-INF
'1 leanid to play chess.'
The underlying motivation for this distinction is b o n d the scope of this thesis, however. it may clan@the
differences between modals and non-modals in standard Gennan.

4.1.2 Root (Deontic) versus Epistemic Modals in German

Most modals in standard German have an epistemic or root meaning."-6'

The

contrast between epistemic and root modals is represented at the level of Logicd Fom CF).
In the case of episternic modals, the modal verb rnoves up into CP at LF, so that the rnodaI
has scope over the entire sentence or proposition. Root modals do not undergo ths

movement and remain associated with the specific event being discussed. A third, lirnited

-oroup of modals may act as regular transitive verbs, that is they can assign accusative case
to an object; these are the iast group of modals to be discussed.
An EPISTEMICinterpretation involves the notion of probability, possibility or the

tmth value of proposition expressed in the sentence (9a-b) (Palmer 1990).

(9) a. Er &r-e
zzemlich wohlhabend sein.
he may-PST fairly
prosperous be-INF
'He might be fairly prosperous.'
(It is possible that he is fairly prosperous.)

(Askedal 1982: 164)
b.

Sie kann nichr so jung sein.
she c m not so young be-WF
'She c m o t be that young.'
(It is not possible that she is that young.)

The prediction for early child German made by Guilfoyle (1996, 1997), is that the epistemic
rnodals, if present, will emerge in their nonfinite forms. They are not associated with an
initiation point and therefore, will not project TP. As the following discussion shows,
although the data fiom the acquisition of German cannot provide evidence for these daims,
they do not contradict them.

6.:

Gerrnan grammanans often refer to the epistemic modal as an ommm interpretation (i.e.. the
cir~umstanceswhich &est the actor in the sentence are external to the actor) whereas the root modal is
smcn\;E (Le.. the focus is on the initiator of the event) (Askedal 1982). instead of using these tenns, 1
use epistemic and roor owing to their prevdence in the generative Literature.
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The modal wollen 'Io want' is an exception because it only has a roor interpretatioq no epistemic
reading. However, it is grouped with the other modals on the basis of its syntactic and morphologid
characfenstics.

The ROoT or DEONTïC interpretation of the modals indicates that permission is given,
or obiigation is Mposed, by the speaker (Denison 1995, Palmer 1990). In other words, the
focus is placed on the initiator of the event (e.g., whoever is giving permission). in (lOa),
the focus is on the person giving permission for Fritz to come (i.e., the initiation point of the
permission being ganted). In exarnple (lob), the focus is on the subject of the sentence,

Hannah. Hannah, the agent (or initiation point) of the event of finishing her work, has the
obligation to complete her work.
( 10 ) a. Fritz kann kommen.

Fritz c m corne-INF
'Fritz c m come'
(Fritz has permission to come.)
b. Hannah mujte
ihre
Arbeit ferzig machen.
Hannah rnust-PST her-ACC work finish make-INF
'Hannah had to finish her work.'
(I-Iannah had an obligation to finish her work.)
Heine (1995) provides the results of a study he conducted on the initial interpretations of
adult native German speakers when given sentences containing modals. Speciiïcdly, he tries
to determine which modals are most likely to be associated with their root or deontic
meanings.66 The modals woIIen 'to want', dürfen 'may' and mdgen

?O

like' are interpreted

as root modds most frequently in several d8erent contexts. When looking at the child data,
IWO

of three modals which appear in earlv German are wollen and dürfeen. Both are strongiy

associated with root interpretations (Heine 1995). The likelihood that a sentence with a
modal verb is going to be interpreted as having an epistemic or root reading may also be
affected by several other factors includiig the tense of the sentence, the presence of a
negative marker or the subject (Le., whether it is first person, second person or third person)
(cf. Buscha 1984 and Heine 1995). For exarnple, a modal utterance is more likely to be
interpreted as root if the main verb is an action verb or if the subject is in first or second
person (Heine 1995: 25-26). In contrast, a sentence containing a modal d l be more likely
to have an epistemic reading ifthe main verb is stative or if the subject is in the third person
66

Heine (1995) uses the tenn A G E ~ T - O R I E ~toD refer to root modals. To maintain consistency
throughout this thesis, 1 use the term root where he uses agent4riented.

(Heine 1995: 25). The foiiowing example demonstrates how two readings are possible
within a single sentence (Heine 1995: 21). The sentence is stated in (1 la) and its episternic
and root interpretations are provided in (1 lb) and (1 lc), respectively.
( 1 1) a. Er mu] mindestem 1.80 m

sein.
he must at-least
1.80 meters be-INF
'He must be at least 1.80 meters.'

b. "On the basis of the evidence available, 1am led to conclude that he is
1.80 meters tall."

c. "They are looking for a new goalkeeper and he has to be at least 1.80
meters tall."

Example (1 lb) shows the epistemic interpretation which indicates the probability or
possibility that the man under discussion is 1.80 meters t d . This statement focuses on the
possibility or probability of the entire proposition that the man is 1.80 meters tall. The root
interpretation in (1 lc) expresses obligation on the part of the person who will become
goalkeeper to be at least 1.80 meters tall. This statement focuses on the subject meeting the
criterion of being 1.80 meters ta&'
A smdler subgroup of modals take two arguments. These modals, including wollen
'to want', kdnnen 'cm' and mogen 'to like', may take an accusative object and do not

require the presence of a second ~ e r b . ~ ' , ~ ~

6'

As predicted by Heine (1995). the epistemic reading of this sentence is more easily ackeved rather than
the root interpretation because the main verb sein 'ta be' is a stative-type verb and the subject is in the third

person.
Steele et ai (1981) ais0 point out that the German modal mtïssen 'must' acts like a main verb rn certain
contexts, that is no second verb is required. However. mussen cannot assign accusative case to an object in
the example she cites:
(i) Ich mu/ nach Hause.
1 must to house
'1 must go home.'
Therefore. 1will not group it with the other rnodals that take an acnisative object.
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Amanda Pounder (personal communication) points out that in the case of the rnodals wollen 'to want'
and kdnnen 'can'. a verb is implied whereas with mogen 'to Like no implied verb is required. In (12) the
implied verb is haben 'to have' and in (13) the implied verb is sprechen 'to speak'. This distinction is an
interesung one, though a full discussion of its implications and possible explmations are beyond the scope of
this thesis. For purposes of this discussion. 1 treat these verbs as a single group.

Sie wollte
ein neues
Radio.
she want-PST a new-ACC radio
'She wanted a new radio.'

Er kann wnakrbares
Deutsch.
he can wonderful-ACC German
'He can speak wonderfiil German.'
Sze mogen gutes
Bier
theylike
good-ACCbeer
'They like good beer.'
In each of the examples above, the verbs take accusative objects and do not require a second

main verb. Two of the verbs, wollen 'to want' and mogen 'to like' are used in these
contexts to express psychological states (e.g. desire), rather than modaiity. Utterances
containing these verbs, which express emotional states but not the modal interpretation, are
predicted to surface as infinitivals in early chiid language. Like other experiencer verbs or
psychological predicates, these verbs lack a definitive initiation point and TF is less likely to
be projected (under Guilfoyle 1996, 1997). The verb konnen 'cm' in ( 1 2) is like a root or
deontic modal since it expresses an ability, not probability, possibility, or a psychologicai
state. If konnen appears in sirnilar constructions in child language, it is expected to be finite
due to its correlation with an initiation point.
As previously mentioned, most Gennan modals have an episternic or root

interpretation, depending on the context of the sentence;

in conjunction with their

morphologicai irregularities, this characteristic distinguishes them fiom other verbs in
German. Episternic modais are predicted to be nonfinite in child language whereas root
modais may be either finite or nonfinite. A subclass of modais, including wollen 'to want',
konnen 'cm' and mogen 'to like' do not require the presence of a second verb and take
accusative objects. The modals wollen and mogen are psychologicai verbs in these cases.
Like other verbs lacking an initiation point, they should emerge as infinitival in the
acquisition data. Kdnnen is a root modal in these cases and, as sucfi, is predicted to be finite
in child German.

4.2 Modals in Early Child German

As discussed above in 54.1, Guiifoyle ( 1996, 1997) makes several claims conceming

the emergence of modals in early child language. These predictions Vary according to the
type of modal used. Under this fiamework, epistemic modals and those modais used as
psychologicai predicates should appear in their norhinite fonns since they lack an initiation
point. On the other hand, the root modals rnay occur in their finite or nonfinite forms to be
compatible with Guiïloyle 1996, 1997. Modals appear more fiequently in the child data than
the non-initiation point verbs. The following table shows the nurnber and percentage of
modal verbs found in transcripts of Julia, Mathias, Daniel,Katrin and Nicole.
TABLE14

1 Narne

[

Katnn
Nicole
Julia
Daniel
Mathias
Total

PERCENTAGE
AND NUMBEROF MODALVERBSIN EACHSMLE

1

1

Total Number of
Verb Tokens

1 Number of Modals

1

(%)'O

549
282

228
232
13 1
1422

48
3
21
31
17
120

(8.7)
(1.1)

(9.2)
(13.3)
(13.0)
(8.4)

In cornparison to the non-initiation point verbs in $3.3.1 (Table 3 ) where 93 tokens were
available (or 6.5% of aii utterances with verbs), 120 modal tokens occur (or 8.4% of ail verb
tokens). A restricted number of modals appear in earIy child German, almost al1 of which

are finite. The vast majority of the modals appearing in these stages are root modals (not
epistemic) so under Guilfoyle 1996, 1997 they are expected to ernerge as either finite or
nonfinite.

4.2.1 The Modals Present in Eariy German

The acquisition data show that only a restricted set of modal verbs emerge in the
earliest stages of grammatical development in Geman: kcïmen ' cm', dzïrfen 'may ' , wollen

' O The percentage is the number of modal tokens divided by the total number of verb tokens in the
transcripts.

'to want' and müssen 'must'. With the exception of Katrin and Nicole, the first appearances
of modals were at the foiiowing MLU scores:
( i ) Julia at 1 .93 (wollen 'to want' ),

(ii) Daniel at 2.26 (wollen 'to want', k m e n ' c m ' ) , and
(üi) Mathias at 2.38 (konnen 'cm', diiveen 'may')."

According to these data, German children begin to use rnodals when their MLU is around
2.0. The following table breaks down the number of tokens of each modal for each chdd
(and the total for ail the children) (Table 15).

'

For a further breakdown of MLUs and ages for each chiid, see 53.3.1. Table 1.
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FREQUENCY
OF EACHMODALiN THE SMLES
Transcnpt
Total
künnen
wollen
d@fm
miissen
(solh
Katrin
konnen
wollen
durfen
mzïssen
Daniel
konnen
wollen
dzïrfen
miissen
(sollen
Juba
kmnen
wollen
dürfen
müssen

Number if
Occurrences

Total Number of
ModaIs

54
37
13
12
3

119
119
119
119
119)

17
21
1
9

48
48
48
48

Mathias
ko'nnen
wollen
dii-n
miissen

Nicole
ko'nnen
wollen
diirfen
mcssen

-4s the above table shows, the modal konnen 'cm' appears most ftequently in al1 of the

transcripts as weli as for each child, by a large number. For ail five children combined,
künnen rnakes up 54 of ail 119 modal tokens, foUowed most closely by wollen 'to want'
which appears 37 times. Udike komen and wollen, the third most fiequent modal, cfiirfen

'may', does not show up in the speech of every child; Julia and Nicole never use bugen.

Finally, dürfen is closely followed by müssen 'must', although Nicole and Mathias never
produce it. The table below shows which modds appeared at various MLU stages for Julia,
Daniel and Mathias (Table 16). The modals konnen and wollen are arnong the earlien to
appear (Julia 24, Daniel 18, Mathias 17, Julia 25).
T ~ L 16
E

THENUMBEROF MODALTOKENS(BY MLU)

MLU (Age)

Transcript

Verbs

Julia 24
Daniel18

wollen
konnen
wollen

1-93
2.26

(2;2,2 1)
(2:10,14)

2.44

(2;3;21)

2.73

(2;4,21)

Julia 26

2.83

(2;11:14)

Mathias18

1

Tokens
1
1
3

Julia 25

2.94

(2;5,28)
(2711J4)

Julia 27 &
Daniel19

2.98

(3:0,2 1)

Daniel 2 1

kmnen
wollen
müssen
kmnen
wolZen
dür$en
ksnnen
wollen
dürfen
ksnnen
wollen
rnüssen
sollen

7
3
1
1
2
2

3

-7
2
3

M e r uivestigating which modals are present in early child German, the number of fuite
versus nonhite foms must be considered to assess whether or not these early modals are
epistemic (or psychological verbs) or if they are root modals (54.1).

4.2.2 The Presence of Finite Modals and Absence of Nonfinite Modals

Only a srnail number of modals appear in early child Geman, including k m e n 'can',

dzirfen 'may' and wollen 'to want', and according to the daims made by Guilfoyle (1996,
1997), these modds should emerge as infinitival if they are epistemic rnodals.

In this

section, the presence of f i t e root modal verbs is demonstrated. However, infinitival and

episternic modals are conspicuously absen1 f?om the acquisition data. While a high nurnber

of modal tokens are finite, only two nonhite forms out of 119 tokens, appear in the speech

of al1 five chiidren, as shom in the table be10w.~

FINTE AND NOM.'INITE
MODALS

TABLE17

1 Transcript 1 Number of Finite 1 Number of Nonfinite
Tokens of Modaïs

Tokens of Modals

47
30

1
1
0
0
0
2

Katrin
Daniel

J

2I

h

Mathias
Nicole

Total

1

17
3
117

1

1

This behaviour deviates substantidy fiom the traits exhibited by regular and non-initiation
point verbs, indicating the modals could be being treated as a separate class by Gerrnan
children. In contrast, 355 tokens of regular verbs are nonfinite and 34 of the non-initiation
point verb tokens are uifinitival.
TABLE18
~

- -

A COMPARTSON
OF NONFINITE
T o m s IN MODALS,NON-IrImATION
POIM vER8S AND REGULARVERBS

-

Modal Verbs
Total
Nonfinite
2
119

Non-initiation Point
Total
Nonfinite
34
93

Regular Verbs
Total
Nonfinite
1188

442

Virtually al1 of the modds are in the first or third person singular form (i.e., a bare ~ t e m ) . ~

The following tabte is a breakdown of the endhgs used for each modal. Note that al1 but

-'The rwo infinitid modals are in Katrin and Daniel 2 1's transcripts.

Note ùiat Kaain's modal is more
likely a fim person plural form and is an imitation of her mother's speech. In Daniel's case. the intinitival
is a root modal.

(i) *DAN: i konnen nich da wasser.
I cm-iNF not Lhere water
Yacod: DAN meint, &fi er sei nicht ins Wasser gefakn.
'Daniel means that he didn't f
d into the water.'
(ii) *MOT:wir mussen es suchen.
'We mus1 look for it '
*KAT:mùssenjuchen.
mm-INF look-MF

one of the tokens of wollen 'to want', marked for second person, are part of the phrase
wzllsr du 'do you want' (in the Kat& transcript, Table 6), which is used with a variety of
subjects (i.e., not only with second person). Again, as with the other verbs, 1 argue (based
on Clahsen 1990, Clahsen and Penke 1992, Clahsen et al 1994) that the acquisition of the
second person singular marker indicates that the child has access to the full subject-verb
agreement paradigrn. This is especialiy cruciai in the development of the modal verbs
because, as shown in (2), their inaectionai paradigrn does not distinguish between third and
first person, but does mark second person. The following table demonstrates that German
children rarely overgeneraiize the v& endings fiom regular verbs to the modals. The only
clear examples of overgeneralization are in the Daniel 19 transcript where he uses -e with
the darf 'may' verb stem, which is ungrammaticai in adult German.

THED I S ~ U T I O
OFNMODALENDINGS
(BYVERB)

TABLE19
Modal
'cm'
'to want'
diirfeen
'may'
müssen
'must '
s~llen'~ 'should'
Total
konnen
wollen

Name

1

Katrin

Daniel

1

Julia
Mathias

1

Nicole
Total

1

-e

-t

-st

Bare stem

0
0

1
0
0

0

52
27
1O
6

374

0
0
3

5
0
6

10

0
0
1
11

Nonfinite
(-n)
1
0
0

Total Tokens

1

12
3
119

2
97

0
2

54

37
1;

-st Ending -t Ending Nonfinite (-n)

Bare Stem

-e Ending

32
25
21
17
3
96

0

10

3
0
0
0
3

1
0

6
0
0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

11

6

2

'3

1
I

1

The fint and third person singular forms of most of the modals and the bare stem are indistingushable.
See (2) for the inflectîonal paradigm of the modals.
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Note that al1 of the darfe. that is those wiui an -e marker forms were produced by Daniel in one session
(Daniel 19).
:5
All tokens of sollen 'should' were taken h m the Daniel 2 1 transcript.

The modals that appear in early German are ali h t e and to determine whether or not

Guilfoyle 1996, 1997 is refùted, we look at the types of modals being used by Gerrnan
chiidren. If a h g . number of tokens are epistemic and they appear as finite, Guilfoyle's
predictions (1996, 1997) are not met.

4.2.3 Root versus Epistemic Modals in Chiid Grammar

The types of rnodals used by German chiidren, that is, root or episternic, will validate
or refiite the daim that the projection of TP is associated with the presence of an initiation
point. In the preceding section (§4.2.2), it was shown that ail of the tokens of modal verbs
were in their finite foms. This section will look at the utterances produced by each of the
children, and discuss whether these utterances are epistemic, root, or both.
The table beIow provides a count of the number of epistemic, root, and
undetermined tokens of the modal verbs coiiected fiom Julia, Mathias, Daniel, Katrïn and
Nicole. No tokens were found whkh could be definitively identifïed as episternic, although
there were two tokens where the modal might have been epistemic or r~ot.~'."

..

Stephany 1986 which 6nds that the exLiest modals are mot, not epistemic.
Note that the distinction between deontic modals and their main verb coumerparts (for the verbs wollen
and konnen) is not maintainai in these counts. My primaq goal was to demonsuate the complete absence of
epistemic modals corn early clûid German so the deontic modais and main verbs were grouped together.
*'

Th= data CO-

Transcript

Total Number of
Tokens

Number of
Epistemic Tokens

Number of
Root Tokens

Total
m e n
wollen
dürfen
müssen
(sollen
Katrin

konnen
wollen
dïirfen
mtissen
Daniel
m e n
wollen
durfen
müssen
(sollen
Julia
konnen
wollen
dü@en
mzïssen
Mathias
konnen
wollen
dii rfen
müssen
Nicole
kd'nnen
wollen
diifen
mïssen

The modal verb konnen 'cari' was one of the rnost fiequent in the child data. In al1 cases, it
was used in its root form. There were no tokens which could be interpreted as epistemic.

Three examples are provided below (with their respective contexts) (1 5- 17).

*SUL: ich kannauch.

I

Can dso

'1 can, too.'

%exp :

JUL will auch springen.
'Julia wants to jurnp, too.'

(Julia 25, MLU: 2.44)
*DAN: einrad reinrun.
a wheel put-in-INF
'Put in a wheel.'
%cod: Als MAT bezde Rader rausnimmt.
'When Mathias takes both wheels out.'
*DAN: einrad kann fahm.
a wheel c m drive-INF
'A wheel can drive.'
%cod: Als MAT es wieder reintut.
'When Mathias puts it in again.'
(Daniel 19, MLU: 2.94)
*KAR: der kann g m weir springen .. .
'He cm jump very far.'

*MAT: tch auch k m .
1 also can
'1 can, too.'

(Mathias 17, M W : 2.38)

In the example taken fiom Julia's uanscripts (15)' the modal kann expresses the fact that
Julia is able to jump (and wants to, as weii).

Daniel's sample token of kann also

demonstrates that he uses it in the root sense, that is, when the wheels are put back in,
driving is able to occur (16). Finally, in (1 7), Mathias is using kann to express his ability to
jump very far. Almost al1 of the k&mn tokens express ability of some type. However,
there are four exampies, three in the Julia corpus and one in the Katrin sample, where

konnen may take a direct object or act done as the main verb. An example is provided
below (lS), where kann is used as the main verb:"
(18)

*JUL:du h n h

s so nich besser.
you can that so not better
'Y ou cannot do that any better. '

%exp: J: rneint, HAR konne es nzcht besser als KM.
'Jtdia means that Harald can't do it better than Karin.'
(Julia 26, MLU: 2.73)
(19)

*KAT: d m mir jein.
can with in
'Cmgo in with.'
[% 'kann mit herein '; meinf das AuIo kann mit deni Geschirr in die

geo'ffeneie Maschine.]
"'cm go in wit6"; means that the car can go into the opened machine with
the dishes'

(Katrin, Age: l;5,l5)
With the exception of the four possibie main verb forms of khnen, the other £ifty tokens are
root modals, like the exarnples cited in (1 5- 17).
The modal wollen 'to want' was the second most common modal verb in the child
transcripts. The behaviour of this modal initially seerns problematic for the mode1 proposed
by Guilfoyle (1996, 1997). Twelve of the tokens (ten from Katrin, one from Julia and one

fiom Daniel) are main verbs or take a direct object (20, 21). The other twenty five tokens of
wollen are root and occur in their finite forms (22, 23).
(20)

*DAN: i will wieder passager.
1 want again passenger
'1 want to be a passenger again.'
%cod: DAN wiliauf das $ch#
'Daniel wants go onto the ship.'
(Daniel 21, MLU: 2.98)
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Note that using k6nnen as the main verb is not ungrammaticai, as indicated in the explanation foiiowing
Julia's unerance. The adult interpretation uses kdnnen as the main verb, as well.

(21)

*JUL: will a rnein tischchen
want to my table-DIM
'1 want on my table.'
%corn:

JUL willan ihren Tisch.
'Julia wants to go to her table.'

(Julia 25, MLU: 2.44)
En (20) and (21), Daniel and Julia express desire (Le., to be a passenger on the ship and to be
at the table) by using wollen as the main verb. However, wollen, as a main verb or a root
modal, expresses the psychological state of desire, that is, the root interpretation of wollerz
lacks an initiation point.
(22)

*KAT: wi du nich babebr?
want you not stuck-together
[% 'willst du nïcht verklebt sein?']

'Don't you want to be stuck together?'
(Katrin, Age: 1;5;15)
(23)

*DAN: will jetzt landen.
want now land-iNF
'Want to land now.'
(Daniel 21, MLU: 2.98)

The verb wollen is used as a modal expressing desire in (22) and (23) for the main verbs,

verkleben 'to stick together' and lmden 'to land'. Under the fiarnework discussed in this
thesis, wollen 'to want' should appear in its nonfinite form at least some of the time. One
possibihty is that wollen belongs to the group of non-initiation point verbs which never
ernerge as nonfinite ($3.3.1, Table 4). However, due to the high number of wollen tokens
versus those of the non-initiation point verbs, another explanation is preferabie.

One

potential explanation for the behaviour of wollen is the chddren are using it as a memorized
chunk of speech, rather than as a productive verb. Katrin seems to treat willst du 'do you
want' as unanalyzed part of speech (54.2.2, Table 6 ) . To determine whether wollen could
possibly be a mernorized variant, we can examine the degree of variation occuning in the

context of its use. The number of occurrences of wollen with Werent subject types (i.e.,
first person subject, second person, etc.) are provided in the table below (Table 22).79

THE DISTRIBU~ON
OF W O L Lrn
~ DIFFERENT
SUBJECTS

TABLE22

1

Child
Mathias
Julia
Daniel
Katrin
Nicole
Total

1

First Person
1

5
3
7

1

Second Person

f

Third Person

1

Undetermined

0
0
0

0
0
0

(1OYO

1

3

1

0
0

2

0

0

0

18

(10)

1

4

The majority of wollen tokens occur with a first person subject or context, 18 out of 27
tokens; the children do not seern to associate wollen with other subjects or contexts. Thus,
the use of wolien does not appear to be highiy productive in terms of context of its use, an
indication it may be a memorized part of speech. Enitially, the predictions in Guilfoyle 1996,
1997 appear to encounter problems when dealing with the production of finite tokens of

woilen 'to want', as it is both a psychological verb and modal verb.

However, the

preliminary research demonstrates that wollen rnay not be a productive element. Further
investigation into this potential explanationh required.
Both dürfn 'rnay' and müssen 'must' have virtually the same number of tokens in

the samples under discussion, with thirteen and rwelve tokens each, respectively. Again, no
tokens appear to be used as epistemic modals. The following exarnples are taken from
Mathias and Katrin:
(24)

-9

*MAT: die schere hat Julia.
the scissors has Julia
'Julia has the scissors.'

Whenever no subject was present in the utterance. the cantext was used to determine the subjea. if the
mbject was still not obvious, 1 counted it as undetennined.
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Kauin's second person tokens are excluded from the overall total because we are assuming that they are
unanalyzed chunks of speech. 1 have included thern here for domation on&.

*MAT: Alpf nzch Julia haben.
may not Julia have-INF
'Julia may not have (the scissors).'
(Mathias 17, MLU: 2.38)
(25)

*KAT: mupt hojn.
must get-INF
[% 'dasGeschin- mupt ah holen '1

'You must get the dishes.'
(Katrin, Age: 1;5,15)

in (24), Daniel uses the verb diifleen 'rnay' to indicate permission (Le., Juiia is not allowed to
have the scissors). Katrin expresses the necessity of getting the dishes by using the modal
mussen ( 2 5 ) . The modals aürfen and miissen foliow the patterns set out by wollen and
konnen by appearing in primarily finite forms and conveying a root meaning.

The modal sollen 'should' has only three tokens, al1 of which appear in the Daniel 21
transcript. The three tokens are in their finite forms and are used with the root interpretation
rather than having an epistemic function.
(26)

%cod: als JUL auf einer Flote bliist.
'Julia plays a Bute.'
%cod: DANsieht JUL m.
'Daniel looks at Julia.'

*DAN:dus sollst du nzch laut mach.
that should you not loud make
'You shouldn't do that loud.'
(Daniel 21, MLU: 2.98)
Daniel uses the root modal sollen in (26) to tell Julia that she is not allowed to make loud

noise. In early child German, no epistemic modds appear, so the clairns of Guilfoyle 1996,
1997 cannot be confirmed.

Several alternatives are possible for explaining why no epistemic modals appear.
First, children at these stages of linguistic development might not have developed enough
cogmtively to discuss the probability or possibility of an event. This would explain the

missing epistemic modals but it does not account for the consistent production of the h t e
forms of the root modals and Mrtuaily no in6nitivai modals. A second possibility is that few
epistemic or infinitid modals appear in the linguistic environment. As a resdt, the chiid
would not use thern- Again, this explanation does not account for why chddren do not
overgeneraiize the infinitivai forms to root modais. I f a child hears other verbs being used in
both their finite and nonfhite forms, there is no reason for him/her not to assume that the
root modals behave iike other verbs. A third possible explanation is that the paucity of
epistemic verbs forms is due to the absence of CP. Epistemic modais must move up into CP
at LF to have scope over the entire proposition; if there is no CP, the modal verb cannot
raise into CP. If t h s is correct, a rationale for why root modals always appear as tensed is
still necessary. Finally, German children may not be treating modais as verbs at dl but
instead consider them a different element and therefore, no overgeneralization errors occur.
However, while accounting for the unique behaviour of the root modais, this does not
explain the complete absence of epistemic modals. Within the framework of Gudfoyle 1996,
1997, the consistent tensing of the root modals cm be accommodated; since the root

modals are more strongly associated with an initiation point, they are more likely to project
TP and appear in their finite forms. For comparison, we look at crosslinguistic evidence

From Engiish modal acquisition to determine if any parallels exist, despite the different adult
target gramniars.
4.3 The Acquisition of English Modals

In this section, 1 discuss the properties dserentiating English modais from German
modais. Despite these distinctions, the data from English modal acquisition has several
patterns which pardel the development of German modais. Any adequate theory wilI have
to account for patterns observed in early child Engiish and German.

4.3.1 Adult English Modals

The class of English modais uicludes c m , could, m q , might, SMand should.
Unlike reguiar verbs in English (Wb), the modais take no infiection (Le., third person

singular, -s) and they have no infinitival form (27a). This differs fiom the German modals
which have both an inflectional paradigm (although impoverished) and an infïnitival form
(27) a.

1P
2P
3P

can
Idnitive: *to can
Singular
Plural
1 can
we can
you can
you cari
he can
they can

b.

to love
Infinitive: to love
Singular
Plural
1 love
we love
you love
you love
she loves
you love

Two or more modals cannot appear in a sentence (28) whereas in German, stacking modal
English modal verbs take a plain infinitival complement, that is they

verbs is

do not take infinitival markers with the to marker, whereas most English verbs require the
presence of lo in infinitival complements (29a-b).
(28)

*I can must travel immediately.
He loved to hike.

b. *I want go to the theater tonight.
(29) a. 1 may go to the theater tonight.
1 want to go to the theater tonight.
*I may to go to the theater tonight.
The modals exhibit what are referred to as the NICE properties, Negation-Inversion-&de-

Emphasis;
-

such properties are not associated with main verbs in English. They precede the

negative marker not and can contract with it (30). Modals undergo inversion in English (3 1 )
and act as a substime for the entire W in various coordinated structures (32). Modals can

dso be used for emphasis by a speaker (33).
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(30)

1 rnust not leave too late.
1 rnustn't leave too late.

*I leave not too late.
*I leaven't too late.

(3 1)

Should 1 call you tonight?

*Cal1 1 you tonight?

(32)

He cm corne tomorrow and she can, too.
*He comes tomorrow and she comes, too.

There are some dialects of Engiish in the southem United States which do ailow certain double modal
constructions. However. I am excluding these constructions because they are unique to those diaiects. See
Denison (1995: 294) for references on double modal construction in English.

(33)

I

get on the plane!

Unlike German modals, English modals never assign accusative
the main verb provides the argument structure. In example (3
agent theta role to 1. Since English modals behave diierent
(1989) and Roberts (1993) argue that they are generated outsi
head of TP,T', rather than in

v. The smicture of the sentence

Spec
shei

Ag'

Modal verbs in English may have an epistemic or root interp
~ e r r n a n Examples
.~~
of the epistemic (35) and root interpretatic
(3 5 )

Episrernic
(i) We may not get to London this year.
'It is possible that we will not go to London

(ii) He must be caught in t r a c .
'It is probable that he has been caught in t r ~
(36) Root
(i) You may see the doctor now.
'Now you are permitted to go in and see the

(ii) He must get the phone nurnber.
'He has an obligation to get the phone numt

''

Aiso, like German, English epistemic modals move up into CP at LF w

Although English and German modais appear to be syntactically different elernents, the data
from the development of English modais demonstrate that modals in both languases follow a
s i d a r pattern of acquisition.

4.3.2 The Data from English Acquisition

The acquisition of English rnodais closely paraiiels the emergence of German modals
with one major difference. Modais do not appear until a later stage in Engiish child speech
development: at an MLU of 3 -5 (Bellugi 1971), whereas German chiIdren begin using
modals with an MLU around 2.0 (shown in $4.2). The earliest English modals are root, not
episternic (Goodluck 1991, Stephany 1986); this is similar to what takes place during the
development of German modals. English children make very few errors in the morphology
of modais. They do not overregularize verbal morphology, such as the past tense marker
-ed or the progressive marker -ing to the modal verbs, although they do wirh other irregular

verbs like

to

go (Pinker 1996). R e d 1 that German children prirnarily use the bare stem

fonns, as well (Tables 19, 20). English children also place the modal verbs correctly in
relation to the main verb of the sentence (Pinker 1996). For exarnple, children do not
generaily Say *I play wanna but use the correct order I wanna play.83 Double-tensing or
where the modal and main verb are tensed is an error which may occur in English child
speech, however, the actuai prevaience of these errors is controversiai (cf DeVilliers and
DeVilliers 1985, Mayer et al 1978, Pinker 1996, Stromswold 1990). Some instances of
double-tensing with modais or aulàliaries also appear in the German speech samples 1
exarnined (see (26) for an example).

In order to generate the modais in the correct position, English children must be
projecting tense because modals are base-generated in

TO

in adult English (34). These

modals CO-occurcorrectly with main verbs, indicating that they are not being generated in

83

An interesting difference behveen English and Gennan acquisition is that English ciuldren tend to
acquire negative audiaries and modals such as can't and won? fim (Goodluck 1991. DeVilliers and
DeVilliers 1985).

V". At the earliest stages of modal acquisition, they are projecting TP. Since TP is
associated with an initiation point, the Engiïsh children use root modals.
Summarizing, the ermrgence of English modals pardlds that of the Geman modais,
despite their absence before an MLU of 3.5 in English. The first English modals to surface
are root modals, like their German counterpms, and have very few idectionai errors.

4.4 Conclusion

German modais include the verbs kmnen 'can', diirfeen 'rnay', wollen 'to want',
müssen 'must' and others. SyntacticdIy, these verbs are almost identical to main verbs in

German; they have a full idectional paradigm, an infinitival f o q can stack, and undergo
verb movement like other verbs. The major dierence distinguishing the modal verbs from
main verbs is their irregdar morphology. In addition, the modals rnay have a root or
epistemic interpretation. Root interpretations involve permission or obligation while the
epistemic hnction expresses possibility or probability. A limited number of rnodais (künnen
'can', mogen 'may, wouid like' and wollen 'to want, d l ' ) cm act as true main verbs and
assign accusative case to an object. Root modais are suongIy associated with the initiator of
the event expressed in the sentence whereas the epistemic modais are not. According to
Guilfoyle 1996, 1997, root modals can be fuite or infrnitival because they are associated
with an initiation point. Virtually al1 of the modais have a root interpretation and the vast
majority of them occur in their f h t e forms. The modal wollen 'to want' is a psychological
predicate, but it appears consistentiy in its f i t e form. One explanation for its deviant
behaviour is that wifh~illsrrnay be a rnemorized form; some of the evidence indicates this is
a strong possibility. Very few overgenerahtion errors occur in the data, that is few modais
are incorrectly inflected. Epistemic modals are expected to appear as infinitivals only
because they lack an initiation point and wilI not project tense. No epistemic modais were
produced by chiidren at the developmental stages discussed within this thesis, so Guilfoyle's
claims (1996, 1997) cannot be confirmed. An investigation of later stages in linguistic
development rnay dernonstrate whether or not epistemic modais are nonfinite (although if
agreement has already been acquired, the presence of an initiation point rnay no longer be

relevant). Crosslinguistic evidence fiom English acquisition indicates that English chiidren
also acquire root modals first, despite the fact that they emerge later in development. Since
chddren do not appear to be incorrectly analyzing the English modais as regular verbs, and
they only produce the root modals, it is reasonable to assume that the rnodals are being
generated in

(and

TO

is projected when an initiation point is present).

Guiifoyle's

hypothesis accommodates the data fiom the acquisition of modals for German and English.

Chapter 5
Conclusions

5.0 introduction

The implications of various syntactic theories are either refuted or confirmed by
c o m p ~ their
g predictions for first language acquisition to actuai data collected fiom young
language learners. In ths respect, the study of first language acquisition is an invaluable tool
in detemiuiing the underlying nature of Universai Grammar.

Any theory explaining adult German syntax must ailow for certain phenomena which
occur in the development of German as a first language. The most studied characteristic of
early child German is the apparently random distribution of root infïnitivais and finite verb
forms in child utterances.

Finite verbs are treated differently fiom their infinitival

counterparts; in particular, f i t e forms undergo movement outside of the verb phrase while
infinitivals remain in

v.

Two major questions must be answered when addressing this fact

of child language. First, where is the finite verb moving? Presumably to a hnctional
position outside the VP, but to which finctionai projection? How many projections are at
the child's disposal? Second, why do some utterances emerge as finite while others do not?
1s there a possible underlying motivation for this differentiation? These are the questions
discussed this thesis.
5.1 Theoretical Assumptions

Chapter 1 discussed the theoretical mechanisms assumed for the anaiysis of the
German child data.

The basic theoreticai assumptions come fiom the Principles and

Parmeters Theory. X-Theory, the Projection Principle, Theta Theory and Binding Theory

are relevant to this discussion. The two important theones for language acquisition were the
Principle of Minimal Projection (Grimshaw 1993) and the Paradigm-Verb Raising Correlate
(Rohrbacher 1993, 1994). The Principle of Minimai Projection States that only fùlly
acquired projections are included in the child's grammar (Grimshaw 1993). The ParadipVerb Raising Correlate provides a child entering the linguistic environment with a specific

criterion for deciding whether or not hisher language has strong agreement (i.e., a
distinction between first and second person verbal morphology), which entds V-to-Agr
raising. This also irnplies that if a child has acquired subject-verb agreement and it is strong
in hidher language, verb movernent wiii occur. Finally, when discussing the adult data, 1 use
the bipartite VP (Travis 1991, GuiIfoyIe 1993) and the thematic and aspectual hierarchies
proposed in Grimshaw 1990. The major ciaims of GuilfoyIe 1993, 1996, 1997 are briefly
outiined to demonstrate the role of initiation point in aduIt gramar, specincaily, the
importance of an initiation point in Southern Lrish.

5.2 Earlier Studies of German Child Language

In Chapter 2, we examined severai earlier studies of e d y child German focusing on
the type and number of functional categories available to the child. The approaches range
fiom a completely impoverished grammar, where no fùnctional categories are present
(Guilfoyle and Noonan 1992, Radford 1990), to one where the child has the entire
complement of !hctional projections at hisher disposal (Poeppel and Wexier 1993, Vemps
and Weissenborn 1992, Weissenborn 1990). The h e w o r k advocated by Clahsen (Clahsen
1990, Clahsen and Penke 1992, Clahsen et al 1994), where a single fiinctional category is
included in the child's grammar, explains the most data with the fewest number of
difficulties. However, fiirther evidence concerning the absence of subject-verb agreement is
required, and the generic hnctinrial category (FP) proposed by Clahsen is not appealing for
severai reasons. The acquisition data from Swedish provide firther evidence that subjectverb agreement is absent fiom the grammar of children acquiring German. Swedish children
make the same differentiation between finite and nonfinite verbs, that is, finite verbs undergo
verb movernent outside of the VP, but Swedish lacks any subject-verb agreement
rnorphology. Therefore, Swedish learners are not baskg t h s distinction on the presence of
agreement. It foUows that German children are also not using agreement to make the same
gammatical distinction. I argue that German children project TP, not AgrP, in certain
clauses. When they produce root infinitivals, TP is not projected. In addition, subject-verb
agreement is acquired when German children begin producing the second person singular

form: a significant tuming point in the consistent production of V2. Rohrbacher's Paradigm
Verb h s i n g Correlate, which relies on the distinction between fmt and second person,
provides fiirther validation for the c l a h that the second person agreement marker is crucial.
We have answered the question of which functional category is projected: TP. The issue
conceming the possible motivation behind the distribution of finite and infinîtival forms
remairis.
Guilfoyle (1996, 1997) provides a possible solution to the second question addressed
in this thesis. Based on the presence of root uifinitivals in adult Southern Irish, Guilfoyle
(1993) argues that verbs lacking an initiation point (e.g., psychological predicates) do not
project TP. Extending this analysis to the root infinitivals of early child German (Guilfoyle
1996), she proposes that vehs which represent an event Lacking an initiation point are the
ones whicti do not project TP (i-e., emerge as nonfinite). Two types of verbs in early child
German are investigared to detennine whether or not this mode1 is valid for child acquisition.
Non-initiation point verbs such as experiencer verbs and psychological predicates are
included in the study. Modals are aiso discussed because they have either a root meaning,
(i.e., focus on the initiation point of an event) or have an epistemic fiinction where initiation
point is irrelevant .
5.3 The Development of Non-Initiation Point Verbs

The data fiom the acquisition of non-initiation point verbs, including experiencer
verbs and psychological predicates, was presented in Chapter 3 . M e r looking at the various
types of non-initiation point verbs in Geman, the predictions were compared with the data
fiom the CHILDES transcripts (Clahsen 1982, MacWhinney and Snow 1990, Wagner 1985)
(Tables 5, 6). Several general trends were observed in the child data. First, the total
number of non-initiation point verbs appearing in early child German seems to be small. In
fact, no psychologisal state verbs are present in any of the transcnpts. The group of
(psychological) causatives were predicted to be either finite or nonfinite because the state
was caused by an entity. The majonty of them were finite; however, this is not problematic
for Guilfoyle 1996, 1997. When compared to the regular verbs, a higher number of non-

initiation point verbs emerged as infinitival. Katrin's data were probIematic because most of
her non-initiation point verbs were finite but there is a strong possibility that she has subjectverb agreement. Therefore, she would no longer rely on initiation point for verb movement.
The regular verbs that appear in the child data are highiy agentive and active verbs. In
addition, more of them appear in their finite forms, at al1 developmental Sages, than the noninitiation point verbs. Findy, only a small group of reNar verbs appear in their finite and
nonfinite forms for each child. Most regular verbs emerged as either f i t e or nonfinite ody.
Although the behaviour exhibited by the non-initiation point verbs does not appear to be
random, the mode1 proposed by Guilfoyle (1993, 1996, 1997) has not been conclusiveIy
supported by the data coiiected from non-initiation point verbs.

5.4 The Acquisition of German Modals

The data centenng around the development of the modais were dealt with in Chapter
4.

Root modais are strongly associated with an initiation point and as such, they are

predicted to emerge as either fuite or nonfinite. Virtudy ail of the root modals in the
transcripts appear as fmïte. A significant problem with the root modais is the production of
woIlen 'to want' in only finite forms. The verb wollen, in its root interpretation expresses a

psychologicd state of wanting or desire; this is in direct contradiction to the predictions of
Grulfovle 1996, 1997. A possible explmation for this behaviour is that will?uillst is treated
as a memorized f o m in early child speech, not a productive element. The epistemic modals
should occur in their inhitival forms. However, no modals which could be definitively
described as episternic appear in the children's transcripts. Only two examples out of 119
tokens are infinitival, so German children do not seem to be overgeneralizing the uifinitival
marker (or other markers for person and number) to the modals. For comparison, the
acquisition of English modals was briefly discussed. Again, episternic modals are rare in
early child English. Inflectional errors on the modal verbs also do not occur. Root modaIs
are associated with an initiation point in English as well and the root modds always

', that is, they did not occur as main verbs generated in
appeared in T
English.

in early child

Guilfoyle 1996, 1997 is not definitively supported by the data from the

development of modals; however, this mode1 does accommodate many of the characteristics
of modai acquisition.
5.5 implications and Further Research

The presence of verb movement in earIy cMd German is attributable to the
projection of TP in finite utterances, not the inchsion of AgrP; the first question conceming
the nature and number of fiinctional categones has been answered. Some of the predictions
of GuiEoyle 1996, 1997 concerning the non-initiation point vehs and modais have been met.
At most of the developmental stages, we find that a higher proportion of non-initiation point
verbs seem to be infinitivai than their regular verb counterparts. Thus, we have a possible
solution to the second question of what motivates the presence of TP in some utterances but
not others. The data do not conclusiveIy support Guilfoyle 1996, 1996. Severai areas are
open to hrther research: (i) more data fiom the various deveIopmenta1 stages (and other
languages) could be collected to increase the sample size, (ii) an explmation for the small
number of non-initiation point verbs, particularly the absence of psychological state verbs, is
necessary, (iii) an analysis of the regular verbs which appear in their nonfinite forms could
determine if the presence of an extemal argument plays a role, (iv) an investigation into the
restricted class of verbs which appear in their nonfinite and finite forms to explain why only

a few verbs do this in child language, and (v) looking at the development of epistemic
modals when they do emerge. Nthough several aspects of the acquisition of verb movement
and argument structure have been discussed here, many questions rem& unanswered and

further research is required.
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